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ABSTRACT
Testing of Rainflow Histograms of Strain for Implementation
as a Bridge Weigh-In-Motion Technique
by
Nephi R. Johnson, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2015
Major Professor: Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
This research was done as part of a long term project, with the goal to monitor
multiple bridges over an extended period of time. Due to the nation’s aging
infrastructure and the limited amount of funds to upgrade and maintain it, structural
health monitoring (SHM) is very important because it provides in depth information
about a structure to be used in decision making. SHM of bridges includes monitoring the
effects of traffic loads. This paper discusses the development of a bridge weigh-inmotion (B-WIM) technique that uses the rainflow counting of strain cycles. Typical BWIM techniques have proven to be accurate but require large algorithms and gauges at
multiple locations across the span, and the strain gauge temperature drift must be
accounted for. The rainflow B-WIM (RF-BWIM) decreases the processing of the BWIM and automatically accounts for drift, thus allowing temperature and other analyses
of the same bridge to be possible. RF-BWIM also has the potential to decrease the
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number of sensors required. Strain data taken from an existing long term monitoring
system was used to develop the RF-BWIM. The development of the RF-BWIM, as well
as a method to determine a virtual gross vehicle weight (C-GVW) used in calculating the
RF-BWIM output, is presented.
(188 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Testing of Rainflow Histograms of Strain for Implementation
as a Bridge Weigh-In-Motion Technique
by
Nephi R. Johnson, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2015
Major Professor: Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
The highways and bridges that make up the nation’s infrastructure are becoming
older and need replacement or maintenance. In order to determine the best use of funds,
bridges are being monitored and studied. This paper was part of a long term study with
the goal of monitoring multiple bridges for several years in order to develop an extensive
network of bridge information. This particular study was on a bridge in Utah that was
instrumented with permanent measurement and monitoring devices. Monitoring of
bridges provides information on how the temperature and weather cause the bridge to
move, change and age. It also provides information on how traffic affects the bridge;
from the amount of traffic to the weights of the vehicles.
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) stations can weigh vehicles as they pass over them,
without requiring the vehicles to stop. Bridge weigh-in-motion (B-WIM) systems use
bridges as scales to weigh and count vehicles. The amount the bridge deforms, or strains,
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is correlated to vehicle weights. B-WIM techniques are accurate but they require
extensive systems in order to be processed. Rainflow histograms use a very simple
algorithm to count strain cycles the bridge experiences, which characterizes the amount
of movement the bridge experiences. This type of data has been used to monitor fatigue
but not to weigh and count vehicles. This paper develops a technique to use rainflow
histograms as a B-WIM to weigh and count vehicles. This allows the data to be analyzed
simply, freeing computational capabilities for other types of analyses and facilitating data
management. The bridge studied was located near a port of entry equipped with a WIM
station, which allowed the new technique’s accuracy to be compared.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In order to address the issue of the Nation’s aging infrastructure, researchers at
Utah State University (USU) have begun to obtain high quality data from multiple bridge
structures using both field testing and long term monitoring techniques. This data is
required to develop management procedures, deterioration models, and life cycle cost
models. This paper discusses a portion of the data analysis for a bridge located in Utah
known as the Cannery Street Overpass that has long term instrumentation installed on it.
Truck axle and gross weight data are vital to determining the structural and
maintenance requirements of bridges and pavements (Moses 1979; Kalin et al. 2006).
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) data can be used to obtain this information. However,
traditional WIM systems do have some disadvantages, such as requiring lane closures for
installation and maintenance. Also, in this study that involves multiple bridges not every
bridge is located near a WIM. Bridge WIM (B-WIM) techniques have been developed to
overcome the difficulties of in-pavement WIMs as well as allow the traffic data to be
collected at the exact location of the bridge (Moses 1979; Kalin et al. 2006; Rowley et al.
2009; Cardini and DeWolf 2009).
B-WIM techniques have proven to be accurate (Kalin et al. 2006). Yet, they
require very robust algorithms, the collection and processing of a large amount of data
and often times large amount of instrumentation. If the sole purpose of an instrumented
bridge is to be a B-WIM then the robust algorithms and data requirements are not a
problem. However, the bridge being used in this study is included in additional studies
that use a variety of data types. Therefore, the onsite dataloggers collection and
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processing capabilities were already being stretched to their maximum potential. In
addition, data management is crucial as there are multiple bridges being analyzed. In
order to overcome the obstacle of large processing requirement and to obtain the most
efficient data, a B-WIM technique using a rainflow counting algorithm of strain cycles is
proposed. This technique could also be used to achieve basic B-WIM capabilities with
minimal bridge instrumentation if that were the objective on a separate bridge. This
paper presents 4 methods of computing this rainflow counting B-WIM. A nearby portof-entry, in-pavement WIM allowed for direct comparison of the new technique. The
development of the technique is presented in this paper.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a term used for the endeavor to use
sensors to describe the health or status of a structure (Olund and DeWolf 2007). The
objective of SHM is to provide an automated tool for tracking the health of a structure by
combining different sensing technologies and data analysis techniques. Gul et al. (2011)
suggested that a suite of techniques and features should be implemented in SHM systems.
SHM plays a large role in infrastructure asset management. This management includes
the process of operating, maintaining, upgrading and expanding a physical asset
effectively through its life cycle. Howell and Shenton (2006) described SHM as to tool
to get the best use of limited financial resources available for rehabilitation.
Obtaining traffic information is a useful sensing technique in SHM of bridges.
WIM data is typically used to gather information on truck counts, axle weights and
spacings as well as gross vehicle weights. This data is a portion of SHM and can be used
for traffic planning, pavement design, bridge rating, fatigue investigations and be part of
the inspections required for bridges (Howell and Shenton 2006; Cardini and DeWolf
2009).
Weigh stations can be used to collect this data; however, they take a long time to
weigh each vehicle and are expensive to install and maintain (Deesomsuk and Pinkaew
2009). Also, the location of the station is known by truck drivers. Nowak and Kim
(2000) determined that bridges near a weigh station experience lower extreme loads than
bridges located far from a station or whose location allows for the station to be
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circumvented. To improve on the time it takes to weigh each vehicle, WIM have been in
use for many years. However, they are still expensive and can usually be detected by
drivers; thus, resulting in biased data.
Therefore, the B-WIM concept was introduced by Moses (1979). The B-WIM
approach uses measurements of deflection, strain or bending moment to derive axle
weights and spacings (Deesomsuk and Pinkaew 2009). This technique is inexpensive
compared to traditional WIMs and can be placed at many locations because every bridge
is a potential Bridge WIM location. (Moses 1979; Cardini and DeWolf 2009). Further BWIM developments also allow the truck data to be derived with a nothing-on-the-road
(NOR) system (Kalin et al. 2006); meaning all instrumentation is below the bridge.
The portability of the B-WIM is very useful because it allows the collection of
site specific data. Bhattacharya et al. (2005) developed a methodology for rating bridges
using site specific data and characterizations. Howell and Shenton (2006) developed inservice bridge monitoring system (ISBMS) to determine a more accurate load rating that
reflects both the actual bridge properties and the characteristics of the site specific traffic.
If the fatigue life is an issue, the diagnostic test cannot provide the most important
information, namely, an estimate of the effective stress range. Therefore, an
instrumented bridge is beneficial to more than just truck counts but to stress and strain
analyses also.
Traditional WIM data was used by Jacob and Labry (2002) to compute traffic
load effects and evaluate fatigue damages. Metzger and Huckelbridge (2009) conducted
a fatigue damage study of 24 bridges by focusing on vehicle induced strain cycles. Both
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studies used the rainflow histogram method of cycle counting. Wood and Dean (2007)
conducted a study of 2 bridges with a small, easy to install, system that only collected
rainflow counted strain data, with the intent to implement the data analysis method into
regular inspections. The aforementioned ISBMS recorded 3 types of strain data: time
series, peaks and rainflow histogram. The researchers in that study published that the
rainflow histogram data required the least amount of storage of the 3 data types. It can be
seen that the preferred method of cycle counting is using the rainflow counting algorithm
(Nowak and Kim 2000).
An ideal system is one that is capable of multiple types of data analysis, namely
strain cycle counting and B-WIM computations, using the same sensors. Most current BWIM techniques can also use the measurement devices to perform other analyses.
However, this adds to the already robust algorithm and high number of accurate data
needed for an valid B-WIM, such as: accurate vehicle velocity, number of axles and their
spacing as well as strain response (Moses 1979 & Kalin et al. 2006). Because vehicle
velocity and axle spacing is needed the bridge must be instrumented with at least 2 crosssections of strain sensors sampling at a high enough rate to be able to determine the
desired parameters. Also, temperature and traffic induced strains are different and
require separation in analysis (Gul et al. 2011). B-WIM systems need to either zero the
strain readings after every event or account for the temperature drift in their algorithm
(Cardini and DeWolf 2009). Another obstacle that needs to be addressed when adding
more analyses to the same bridge is the need of a strong organizational system. It is
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possible to retrieve poor or useless data; likewise, overwhelming amounts of data can be
difficult to keep separate and interpret simultaneously (Olund and DeWolf 2007).
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Overview
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a technique that uses sensors to describe
the health or status of a structure (Olund and DeWolf 2007). Various types of structures
can be monitored, such as buildings, towers or tall poles, and bridges. Also, multiple
types of sensors are used to perform this monitoring. These include instruments that
measure strain, velocity, acceleration, rotation and temperature as well as many other
structural and environmental properties.
SHM of bridges is of particular interest due to the deteriorating state of many
bridges across the nation. SHM can provide a more cost effective means of maintaining
infrastructure. The general consensus is that a variety of techniques need to be used in
order to obtain enough useful information to make effective decisions. By that it is meant
that multiple parameters need to be monitored and analyzed in different ways.
A form of monitoring that is useful not only to bridges but to pavement
maintenance and in the determination of vehicle weight restrictions is weigh-in-motion
(WIM). This is done to weigh vehicles as they move rather than the vehicles having to
pull off of the road and be weighed on static scales. An improvement to traditional WIM
techniques is using a bridge as the scale. This is known was bridge weigh-in-motion (BWIM). This technique allows the scale to be undetected by drivers, installed without lane
closures, provides a large number of possible locations and allows the location of the
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scale to be changed easily. It also allows the traffic data from the WIM to be specific to a
particular bridge, thus assisting in making proper maintenance and vehicle, or axle,
weight restriction decisions about the bridge.
Rainflow histograms are another form of bridge monitoring. This method of
cycle counting can measure the real strain the bridge experiences and determine effective
stress ranges to be used in fatigue investigations. This technique is also beneficial as it
requires far less processing and storage capabilities.
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of Bridges
This section presents three studies of SHM of bridges. The first discusses an
easily deployable and simple monitoring system with a single strain transducer with peak
counting, rainflow counting and time series capabilities. The next is a paper presenting
the long term monitoring of three bridges using multiple forms of sensing which requires
organized data management. The last study is of a bascule type movable bridge.
Rainflow counting and correlation strain response damage detection techniques are
discussed along with other monitoring techniques.
Howell and Shenton (2006)
An in-service bridge monitoring system (ISBMS) for ordinary bridges is
explained and tested in this article. In particular, the article explains the development of
the second generation ISBMS that can be accessed via the web. The second generation
system had three modes of operation: a time history program, peaks program and
rainflow program.
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The first ISBMS captured peak strains from a single strain sensor. It was rapidly
deployable and could be left unattended for up to 3 weeks being powered by two 9 V
batteries. The data collected could be used to assist in load rating; fatigue investigations,
monitor the bridge response as overloads crossed and for general health monitoring. It
was designed on an as-needed basis for short term monitoring. The goal was to create an
integral tool for DOT use and collect quantitative data that becomes part of the permanent
bridge record.
The second generation was designed for the same purposes while still being easily
deployable. Three improvements included in the second generation were (1) the system
could collect three types of data: time histories, peaks and rainflow histograms, (2) the
system could be remotely accessed from the web and (3) both of the batteries were
rechargeable (lasting 3 weeks in the field as before). The box housing the ISBMS had a
magnetic back, making for easy installation to metal members. The system was capable
of making measurements using a full bridge strain transducer with a 0.62 micro-strain
resolution or a quarter bridge foil strain gauge with a 2.8 micro-strain resolution.
The time series program captured a dynamic wave form of triggered events. The
user defines the threshold to trigger the event, the sampling rate and the number of points
before and after the event. The only difference between the peaks and time series
programs was that the peaks only stored the extreme value (maximum or minimum) of
the event. The rainflow program was continuously running; it counted cycles above a
given threshold and distributed them into bins according to their strain levels. Although
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the rainflow program was continuously running it used the least amount of storage
between the three programs.
The system was tested in the lab and on one bridge. Lab testes established the
inherent noise for both the strain transducer and foil strain gauge. The strain transducer’s
noise threshold had little deviation with respect to changing environment. Whereas the
foil strain gauge’s noise threshold deviated 1.6-9.4 micro-strain in different temperatures.
The accuracy of the sensors was also tested in the lab. When testing a beam in bending
the foil strain gauge from the ISBMS had an error of less than 3% when compared to the
laboratory measuring device. The strain transducer was used by testing a steel tube in
tension and had an error from 2-10%.
The field testing was done on a concrete slab on steel girder bridge with 3 simply
supported spans and a high ADTT. The strain transducer was mounted to the bottom
flange of the girder located under the rightmost through lane. The transducer was placed
4.3 m from the abutment on the approach span, which had a total span of 7.47 m. The
time history program recorded 0.5 seconds of pre-trigger data and 2.0 seconds of posttrigger data recorded at 100 Hz. These time histories clearly depicted strain pulses (likely
one pulse per axle group) and peak strains of heavy trucks. The peaks program had to
increase its threshold from 30 micro-strain to 50 micro-strain in order to not count too
many peaks. There was not sufficient time to test the rainflow program.
In summary, the ISBMS data can be used to develop more accurate load ratings
that use site specific traffic data. Also, it can be used to determine unique rating factors
for permit vehicles. It can also be used to determine effective stress ranges and in
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conjunction with ADTT and other bridge information, accurate fatigue life estimates can
be made; particularly on bridges that have signs of fatiguing. The easy deployment of the
system makes it possible to be used in bi-annual inspections of bridges.
Olund and DeWolf (2007)
Structural health monitoring (SHM) has been done on various types of structures;
this article discusses the SHM of three bridges in Connecticut. The article mentions
previous research and describes three of five general axioms researchers use with respect
to SHM. Those being: One, damage assessment needs to be made by comparison of two
structural health states; two, there is a tradeoff between sensor precision and its rejection
of a changing environment and general noise; lastly, the size or amount of damage
detected is inversely proportional to the frequency being measured with dynamic
systems. It also discusses 4 levels of damage recognition: Recognizing the presence of
damage, determining its location, determining its severity and determining the remaining
service life of the structure.
The three bridges in this study are part of a short term and long term monitoring
program and use a variety of sensor types in order to obtain useful knowledge about the
bridge. These sensor types are strain gauges, accelerometers, tiltmeters and
thermocouples. Previous studies on these bridges have proven structural integrity and
discovered new behaviors of bridges as has been done in the past with other SHM
systems. Some examples of this information are load ratings, component evaluations,
fatigue predictions and determining problem areas when repairs are needed. Permanent
instrumentation has been added in order to begin the long term monitoring of the bridges.
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All three of the permanent monitoring systems have remote access. The goal of this
continuous monitoring was to track changes over time and develop a basis for SHM.
Long term monitoring supplements visual biennial visual inspections and can
detect small changes or changes not seen by the eye. The type of monitoring done on the
three bridges discussed was passive SHM because the excitation forces were all ambient,
or unknown. Statistical information such as averages, ranges and standard deviations are
being generated for each bridge to create benchmarks for use in SHM. By comparing
new data to these initial benchmarks changes can be detected with a level of confidence.
One example of change that has already been noted in previous studies is that of natural
frequencies and accelerations when the bridge’s structural stiffness changes. This studied
intended to capture global changes because the bridges had a relatively small number of
sensors and unless the damage were right next to a sensor only global changes could be
detected.
Load types, environmental conditions and sensor placement all play an important
role when monitoring a structure. Even with optimal conditions there still arise multiple
obstacles when using passive monitoring techniques with a limited number of sensors.
The paper discusses some of these challenges. One of the challenges is that unknown
combinations of truck geometry speed, location and weight affect a bridge differently.
Another limitation is the sparse amount of sensors. This leads to a limited number of
analysis options which also leads to the necessity to use multiple methods in order to
avoid inaccurate damage detection. An example of combining methods mentioned in the
article is the use of a finite element model calibrated with the limited accelerometers. A
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third influence on the data is thermal gradients. These temperature changes affect strain,
rotation and acceleration measurements and must be distinguished between traffic and
thermal.
This study describes two additional considerations for SHM as being sensor
placement and capability of future modifications. For example, sensors intended to
detect global damage must not be placed in a location where they will detected local
responses. Also, strain gauges should avoid the neutral axis.
The on-site computers at the three bridges recorded data in three different ways.
Those being, triggered events, data recorded at set intervals and lengths, and manual
collection. The bridges used a trigger to record acceleration data for a set amount of time
when a truck provided enough excitation. Therefore, the number of acceleration files
storied was variable based on the number of trigger inducing trucks. An example of set
interval data was the temperature and tilt sensors which were stored in a file together.
The article describes the three bridges studied. The steel box-girder bridge was a
curved bridge consisting of three sets of three continuous spans that were simply
supported. The three central spans were primarily monitored. Significant cracks were
observed in the bridge’s tall slender columns and column bents. Therefore, rotation and
temperature data were of particular interest in these locations. Among other things,
monitoring experience showed that seasonal temperature fluctuations created daily and
seasonal movements that most likely caused the cracking found in the column. The
maximum temperature gradient occurred in the winter with a difference of 16.7º C
between the southern bottom flange and northern concrete deck. The vibratory response
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remained the same and could be used as a benchmark in monitoring changes in the
bridge. Also, a finite-element model was correlated to the acceleration data.
The curved, cast-in-place concrete box-girder bridge was posttensioned and had 5
cells. It had three unequal continuous spans with fixed-fixed columns. Monitoring of the
bridge began after a renovation took place to mitigate torsional cracking around the
column-superstructure interface. Some findings on this bridge were that temperatures in
the box girders lagged behind the ambient by 9-11 hours. Seven temperature-variable
natural frequencies were found between 0 and 5 Hz and used to define the bridge’s
healthy state. A finite-element model was correlated to this bridge as well.
The steel multi-girder bridge consisted of three simply supported spans with a
composite concrete deck. Monitoring this bridge showed that live-load distributions were
approximately 42% lower than AASHTO specifications when designed. The system
could be used to determine the daily truck traffic count. There were no negative
moments near the interior supports and the neutral axis could be determined accurately.
As with the other two bridges, a finite-element model was calibrated to the bridge.
This study and previous studies showed the great importance of developing a
strong organizational system. Data management is key to SHM as it is possible to
retrieve poor or useless data. Also, an overwhelming amount of data can be difficult to
keep separate and interpret simultaneously. The use of the three types of data (triggered,
set intervals and manual collection) helped in this management. As benchmarks are
developed useful and not as useful data can be determined and the system modified.
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Gul et al. (2011)
This paper addresses and explains the need for SHM systems, particularly for
bridge health monitoring using strain sensors. It states that one of the objectives of SHM
systems is to provide an automated tool for tracking the health of a structure by
combining sensing technologies and data analysis techniques. The three steps in the
development of an SHM system are: (1) implementation of the sensors and data
acquisition systems, (2) collection and data analysis and (3) decision making for repair
and maintenance operations. Analysis and management of SHM data is an increasing
challenge. Challenges with the second step are increasing as the cost to install SHM
systems is decreasing.
The study used the Sunrise Boulevard Bridge in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida to test the
different data analysis approaches for getting information at different levels. The bridge
was a bascule type movable bridge that usually opened between 10-15 times per day.
The critical electrical, mechanical and structural components of the bridge were
monitored with a total of 162 sensors. Three pre-scheduled 5 minute time series of high
speed data were collected at peak hours of operation. The lows speed data was collected
every 15 minutes.
The paper explains the importance of visual checking raw strain data to verify that
it is working correctly. This is needed because a once working sensor can become a nonworking sensor. For an automated SHM system this verification process should be
automated once sufficient information is known about the system. The example given of
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checking the raw data was that the strain sensors returned to their pre-event values after a
bus passed over.
Statistical data, such as maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation,
correlation and root mean square are can be used to characterize traffic induced strains.
These statistics help the engineer understand and interpret data. These data can be used
to determine system reliability estimations, fatigue analyses and annual daily truck traffic
(ADTT) numbers.
Temperature induced strains were characterized using the slow speed strain data.
Previous studies showed that temperature induced stresses can be greater than traffic
induced stresses. Long term data made it possible to obtain daily and seasonal cycles
which could be used to predict stress cycles of the bridge. Even though the slow data was
collected at 15 minute intervals there were still spikes in it. These spikes were not due to
temperature changes but rather by the bridge opening and closing. Therefore it was
necessary to use a low pass filter to eliminate these spikes. After filtering the data the
correlation between strain and temperature increased from 30% to 60%. Fourier series
were also used with the strain and temperature models to further improve the correlation
to 80% and thus achieve a higher level of confidence with predictions.
This study presented a means of detecting damage using cross correlation
between data sets from neighboring or symmetric locations. If this correlation were to be
low are change then it would indicate damage. In order to test this method the live load
shoe support shims on the west south (WS3) side of the bridge were removed in order to
cause misalignment and improper balance. Correlation coefficients of strain channels
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were tracked for 10 days prior to the shims removal, five data sets all in one day with the
shims removed and 10 days after the shims were replaced.
It was observed that the correlation coefficient changed between the east south
(ES3) and west south (WS3) strains. The experiment also resulted in the coefficient
returning to its pre-removal value. However, the standard deviation was a little smaller
due to the maintenance.
This study found that raw data analysis is necessary to identify functionality of
sensors and to evaluate data quality. Additionally, statistical analysis, traffic induced
strain analysis, temperature induced strain analysis, and correlation based damage
identification are necessary to effectively monitor a bridge. In short, the study showed
that there should be a suite of techniques and features available for implementation in
SHM systems.
Bridge Weigh-In-Motion (B-WIM)
This section presents five literature pieces describing the evolution of B-WIM
techniques. The first study discussed is of the pioneering of the B-WIM approach. The
next discusses the use of this technique in a state-wide study to develop traffic
characterization as well as monitor bridges. The third is a discussion of a nothing-on-the
road (NOR) B-WIM method, where above pavement axle detectors are no longer needed.
The fourth discusses a new technique being studied that uses a moving force
identification (MFI) method. The last study describes the use of long term monitoring
instrumentation as a B-WIM.
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Moses (1979)
The feasibility of using instrumented bridges as a weigh-in-motion (WIM) system
was studied in this paper. WIM data are essential to determining maintenance procedures
for bridges and pavement. In order to determine effective procedures these data must be
collected in large volumes and also from undetected weighing systems. The author
conducted previous studies with pavement scales but found that they were limited by
dynamic effects as well as other minor limitations. In an effort to address the limitations
of pavement weighing systems the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) initiated a
series of studies to recommend alternative WIM systems. The aforementioned Bridge
WIM (B-WIM) was one of the recommended alternatives.
One reason that bridges were chosen as possible WIMs is that their relatively
massive inertia reduces the dynamic effects of the trucks. This combined with a
smoothing algorithm derived in the paper nearly eliminates the dynamic effects
completely. Other benefits of the B-WIM are that it provides numerous potential scale
locations, it is difficult for drivers to detect and the system is relatively inexpensive and
portable. However, there are some disadvantages, which are: the system is more
accurate in estimating gross weights than individual axles, it can have difficulty sorting
individual axle weights within closely spaced axle combinations, it requires more
computation per vehicle than the pavement system and if the bridge is not a single span
the influence line must be calculated.
The instrumented bridges consisted of a button box, tape switches on the
pavement, strain gauges on main longitudinal members of the bridge and a van beneath
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the bridge containing the field computers. The button box was used manually to alert the
system of an oncoming truck as well as tell the system the number of axles of the
approaching truck. The tape switches provided axle spacing and velocity data. The data
from the strain gauges was summed together to produce the gross bending moment to be
processed by computers in the van to produce output of axle and gross vehicle weights.
In previous studies peak strain values were correlated with truck weights.
However, this was only accurate when the class of vehicles was restricted by the number
of axles and axle spacing. Therefore, number and spacing of axles as well as strain
records must be used in order to obtain accurate results.
Because the loads on a bridge are carried primarily by beam action the gross
bending moment caused by a truck can be determined by summing moments at all of the
girders. The paper uses the relationship:
𝑀𝑖 = 𝐸𝑆𝑖 𝜀𝑖 ,

(3.1)

where M is the moment, E is the modulus of elasticity, S is the section modulus and e is
the strain. If the modulus of elasticity and section modulus are the same for each girder
then the gross moment can be taken as a summation of the strain at each girder multiplied
by the section properties, E and S:
𝑀 = 𝐸𝑆 ∑ 𝜀𝑖 .

(3.2)

This shows that the sum of the strains is proportional to the gross bending
moment. Equation 3.2 was used to process the recorded data and produce a measured
moment, M*.
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An influence line of the bridge was used to derive a predicted moment, I(X) being
the value of the line at position X. Based on the number of axles and axle spacing
information provided by the tape switches a moment can be calculated using the
influence line and variables for each axle weight, A1, A2, …, AN; N being the number of
axles. This results in Equation 3.3:
𝑀(𝑋) = 𝐴1 𝐼(𝑋) + 𝐴2 𝐼(𝑋 − 𝐿1 ) + 𝐴3 𝐼[𝑋 − (𝐿1 + 𝐿2 )] + ⋯
+ 𝐴𝑁 𝐼[𝑋 − (𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + ⋯ + 𝐿𝑁−1 )] ,

(3.3)

where L1, L2, …, LN-1 are the respective axle spacing, L1 being the spacing between axles
1 and 2. Therefore, the only unknowns would be A1, A2, …, AN. The velocity of the truck
was used to correlate a time to a position on the bridge. Therefore, a measured moment,
M*(t), could be derived using Equation 3.2 and a predicted moment, M(t), could be
calculated using a slightly modified version of Equation 3.3. This would need to be done
at least N times, there being N number of unknown variables. However, due to a large
sampling frequency this was able to be done more than N times, which increased the
accuracy of the B-WIM by smoothing out dynamic effects and eliminating other errors.
The error function, Equation 3.4, was then used to determine a least-square fit to the axle
weights:
𝑇

𝐸 = ∑[𝑀(𝑡𝑘 ) − 𝑀∗ (𝑡𝑘 )]2 ,
𝑘=1

(3.4)

where T is the number of time increments. The axle weights were then determined and
the corresponding gross vehicle weights, which are simply the sum of the axle weights of
a given truck. In theory, each axle’s weight could be determined. However, it was not
realistic to distinguish axle weight within tandem groups. Two computers were required
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in order to complete these calculations. One to control and record the information as
recorded in the field, the other to perform the calculations of axle weights by using a
program written in FORTRAN IV.
This process can be repeated with differing bridges. The moduli of elasticity and
section moduli for the bridges’ girders must be determined as well as an influence line for
each bridge used. In practice it is much simpler and more accurate to use a calibrated
scale approach. Meaning a truck of known axle weights be taken over the bridge at a
known speed in order to determine the bridge’s properties. It was found that a
characteristic bridge should be long and stiff in the longitudinal (traffic) direction relative
to the transverse direction. Identical girders, beam-slab bridge and no skew all make the
calculations simpler.
This WIM system was tested on an instrumented three span bridge near
Cleveland, Ohio on I-71. The truck traffic generally exceeded 60 trucks per hour. The
bridge was instrumented with the gauges at each girder along a two cross-sections, one at
the first span and one at the mid-span, in order to calculate the gross moment of the
bridge as explained above. The first span was 15 m and the mid-span was 19 m.
However, no statistically significant advantage to either span for weight predictions was
found.
Two test series were performed. Both included a calibration vehicle as well as
random traffic. Also, information from a weigh station was used. However, this station
was located 40 miles from the bridge. Therefore, it was difficult to positively identify
exact vehicle matches. The calibration truck passed over 13 times. Both the first span
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and the mid-span were used in calibration. The average of all 13 gross weight and rear
tandem weight results were used to determine a calibration number for each gauge
location. The coefficient of variance for the gross weights and rear tandem weights were
5% and 10.1%, respectively.
The calibrated bridge was then compared with weigh station data from 1977 and
general state loadometer statistics published in 1971. A comparison of histogram
percentages was used because it was not possible to make a one to one comparison. The
results were not precise but looked reasonable.
The conclusions made by the study were that a system had been developed to use
instrumented bridge girders combined with timing information from tape switches to
predict axle and gross weights of trucks in motion. The results were repeatable and
promising. It was noted that accurate velocity and axle spacing increase accuracy in
weight prediction. FHWA was to further test the system for its reliability. The purpose
of the study was not to produce an “off-the-shelf system,” but to test its feasibility. A
very knowledgeable user would still be needed. The simplest bridge would be a singlespan beam-slab bridge with no skew. However, it is feasible to install this system on
other types of bridges. It was acknowledged that future research would be needed to
effectively use this system.
Nowak and Kim (2000)
This study selected seven bridges in Michigan to demonstrate WIM
measurements. The bridges had spans of 9.5-23.2 m, with between 5-12 steel girders and
ADTT of 500-1500. The chapter explains the need for inexpensive and accurate methods
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to determine actual loads, strength of bridges and bridges’ remaining life. The most
common method is static scales. However, because overweight trucks do not stop at
these scales the data collected from them is not completely accurate. Therefore, much
research has been put into developing unbiased means of collecting truck information.
The method discussed in this chapter is B-WIM.
The systems used consisted of axle detectors (tape switches or infrared sensors),
strain transducers and each had a data acquisition system as well as processing system.
The axle detectors were placed on the pavement before the bridge and determined truck
speed, the number of axles and axle spacing. The strain transducers were all installed on
the bottom girders at the middle third of the span. During data acquisition the strain data
was kept at zero. The strain data combined with axle detector information used an
influence line algorithm to compute axle weights. In addition to WIM data other data
types were also calculated and discussed, including fatigue and dynamic loads.
Rather than using tradition histograms to present WIM data, it was presented
using cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) in order to present and compare critical
extreme values. It was determined that 40-80% of the truck population considered were
five axle. However, many three and four axle trucks were very similar to five axle
trucks. Therefore, when three, four and five axle trucks were considered together they
constituted 55-95% of the truck population. Between 0-7.4% of the trucks were 11 axle
trucks. The large range in the percentages presented was due to the variability between
bridge locations. Axle weights and spacings were also presented. Only axles with
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weights over 22 kN were considered. The maximum axle weights were between 90-225
kN and the average axle weights were between 30-60 kN.
For the measured trucks lane moments and shears were calculated and compared
to the AASHTO code. The lane moments and shears showed a wide variation between
bridges. The maximum value of lane moment to LRFD moment varied from 0.6-2.0,
with the median lane moment being between 0.16 and 0.34 times the LRFD moment. For
lane shear the maximum value to LRFD shear ratio exceeded 2.0 and was between 0.651.5 for all other bridges.
Strain data was also used to collect information about bridge fatigue. Multiple
methods were used to calculate the strain cycles and corresponding stress cycles.
However, the rainflow method of cycle counting was preferred. Rainflow histograms are
very functional for wideband stress history, meaning the stress (or strain) histories are
irregular with varying frequencies and amplitudes. The rainflow counting algorithm is
explained in this chapter.
The results of the rainflow strain cycle counts were used to find equivalent
stresses and calculate fatigue life. The rainflow data was also used to determine the
distribution of cycles across the bridge girders. It was found that the exterior girders
experienced the lowest amount of cycles and the left side of the right lane experienced
the most cycles.
Raw strain data of truck events were compared to WIM data in order to determine
dynamic load factors. The raw data included the dynamic effects and the calibrated WIM
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data was filtered and processed to determine the static response of the bridge. An
example of actual static and dynamic stress was shown.
The study concluded that results vary widely upon location. It was concluded that
bridges on a major route or on a route where weigh stations can be circumvented will
have very high extreme loads. Whereas, bridges not on major routes or near weigh
stations will have lower extreme loads. It was also found that the girder nearest the left
wheel of a vehicle traveling in the right lane experience the highest stresses. Lastly, it
was determined that the stress due to dynamic load is nearly constant. Therefore, as the
truck weight increases the dynamic load factor decreases.
Kalin et al. (2006)
This paper explains the basic Bridge weigh-in-motion (B-WIM) principles
including different methods of obtaining speed and axle spacings. It is known that
accurate vehicle velocity, number of axles and axle spacing are crucial for accurate
weighing results. Previous studies and applications have used axle detectors attached or
built in to the surface of the road. This paper explains the use of additional strain gauges
located underneath the bridge to determine velocities and axle spacings. It is known as a
Nothing-on-the-road (NOR) bridge weigh-in-motion system. This paper explains
particularly the methods used by Slovenia known as the SiWIM.
In order to obtain data on the number of axles, axle spacing and velocity of a
vehicle at least two sensors separated by a known distance must be used in each driving
lane. These sensors can be used solely as axle detectors or can also be used to perform
other calculations. The disadvantage to on the road weighing systems and axle detectors
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is installation and maintenance which cause traffic delays. A major advantage of the BWIM is that the entire system can be moved quickly from site to site in order to collect
representative samples of traffic in 1 to 2 week measurements.
The first generation of B-WIM used on the road tape switches as axle detectors.
However, they have proven hard to install and unreliable. Another option for on the road
axle detection that has not been tested yet is fiber-optic technology. However, rather than
pursue fiber-optics, NOR technologies have been researched in order to eliminate any
interaction with the road and pavement.
An ideal bridge to implement a NOR B-WIM system is either short or has
secondary elements that divide the main span into shorter sub-spans. It is suggested to
have spans of 10 m or less. This makes it easier to identify individual axle peaks. Also, a
thinner superstructure does not smear the peaks in the strain response as much. The less
ideal the superstructure the more robust the algorithm must be.
The paper explains the differences between strain responses of four types of
bridges. One was a bridge with high dynamics; the second, a stiff and smooth bridge,
meaning less dynamic effect; the third an ideal orthotropic deck bridge; and lastly, a
beam-deck bridge with larger than recommend spans of 30.5 m. All produced axle
peaks, however, within the triple axle group some bridges produced more distinguishable
individual axle peaks than others.
The main challenge was to increase the number of successful vehicle
identifications, especially on less appropriate structures. Originally NOR systems simply
recorded the time difference between peaks from separate strain sensors and divided the
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distance between the sensors by this time difference. However, on less ideal bridges with
peaks smeared together or too much dynamics this was not very accurate. The study
described in this paper solved this problem by using a correlation function between the
two strain gauges and determining at what time offset the correlation was greatest. It was
also determined that the sensors should be mounted one at 0.2 – 0.4 L of the span and the
other around 0.6 – 0.8 L, being separated by 4 m ideally, but as low as 1.5 m.
The paper describes the next step as axle determination. An interesting method
discussed is that the sensor used for this can be separate than those used for speed or
weight determination; it is better for this sensor to be as close to the wheels as possible
where the peaks are more pronounced. Since the time is already known, axle
determination is done in the space domain. The signal is processed with 2 low-pass
filters; once with a filter length of 1.3 m (the largest axle distance in a group of axles) and
once with a filter length of 0.6 m (the shortest distance in a group of axles). The more
distinguishable peaks are then found and the distances between them recorded.
Following this step the system has both the velocity, number of axles and axle spacing;
the remainder of the system can then perform classical B-WIM procedures to determine
the axle weights and gross weights.
In some instances the filtering described above does not produce accurate results.
One instance is when there is a pronounced positive or negative static component which
can occur on multi-span bridges or fixed-support bridges. The other instance is when
speed determination signals are asymmetric because the sensors were forced to be placed
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near supports. Additional features of a more robust algorithm to solve these problems is
presented and discussed.
The new NOR B-WIM discussed in this paper was tested on two bridges. It was
tested on a thick slab bridge with smeared peaks and on a beam-deck bridge with distinct
peaks. The results of the NOR B-WIM system on the thick slab bridge were compared
with a one hour video. This was because the variables being tested were number of axles
and axle spacing, which could be determined visually. The results from the thick slab
bridge were 90.0% accurate, with the majority of the errors being caused by light,
unloaded vehicles. Said errors were said to be in the process of mitigation by SiWIM
developers. The NOR results from the beam-deck bridge were compared to results on the
same bridge using classical axle detectors. The axle detector system weighed 260
vehicles above 5 tons where the NOR system weighed 261.
As a result of this study bridges suitable for NOR increased and include slab
bridges, beam-deck bridges and orthotropic deck bridges. NOR B-WIM accuracy
increased for less ideal bridges.
Rowley et al. (2009)
This studied tested an approach to determine truck properties using a dynamically
modeled bridge rather than the traditional static bridge algorithm. The approach is based
on moving force identification (MFI) and is very computationally demanding. A finite
element mathematical model that represents the static and dynamic behavior of the bridge
is necessary. The algorithm uses matrices of the following variables: normalized
eigenvectors, number of modes to be used in the analysis, natural frequencies, percentage
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damping and a time varying location matrix. By plotting the discrete smoothing norm of
the regularized solution versus the residual norm on a log-log scale the optimal
regularization parameter can be found. The L-curve had been chosen to find the
optimum.
The Vransko Bridge in Slovenia was used to test the approach. The bridge has a
span of 26 m (24.8 m between center lines of bearings) with no skew and a concrete
beam and slab construction. Strain gauges were located on each girder at 3 crosssections, the mid-span and both quarter points (quarter points used as axle detectors).
The scanning frequency was 512 Hz. The first natural frequencies were found to be 5.11,
6.50, 9.89, 16.12 and 20.55 Hz. The bridge damping was 1% of the first natural
frequency. A truck with known axle weights and spacings was used for the testing. The
bridge was modeled with a total of 861 nodes and 3,444 degrees of freedom.
The identified axle weights generally oscillated about their known static weights.
However, this did not occur until after all axles were on the bridge and before any axle
left. It was found to be difficult to determine the accuracy of the MFI algorithm in the
field without instrumenting the truck. However, by summing the identified weights of
the middle 60% of the bridge and averaging them, some comparisons were possible.
These comparisons showed that the maximum error in GVW was 3.8%, the maximum
error in axle 1 was 17% and the maximum for axles 2 and 3 was 6.9%. Impact factors
were also computed and the front and rear tandems were both found to be between 1.08
and 1.35. The front axle frequency was found to be 3.2 Hz and the rear tandem found to
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be 3.12 Hz. Also very important, it was found that the difference between runs was very
minimal. Thus, proving the repeatability of this approach.
Cardini and DeWolf (2009)
The bridge studied in this paper is part of a long term monitoring project for a
group of bridges in Connecticut. The bridge is a composite, steel girder bridge with three
spans that is heavily trafficked. The structural health monitoring (SHM) system already
installed on the bridge was used as a B-WIM with nothing on the road. Instrumentation
on the first span included 16 strain gauges, one located at the top and bottom of the web
of each of the eight girders. These were used to determine weight. Span 2, or the midspan, was instrumented with 4 strain gauges for use in determining truck speed. The
system was set to record data when a vehicle weighing over 90 kN crossed the bridge.
The gauges were zeroed before each data collection to eliminate temperature and gauge
drift.
Previous studies showed that a simply supported short span bridge yields the
simplest and most accurate B-WIM results. Bridges with a span of less than 8 m showed
to produce higher axle accuracy, while bridges between 8-30 m provided gross vehicle
weight (GVW) accuracy. This bridge’s span was 22.0 m, therefore, it was decided to
determine only the GVW. The approach used to do this was described by Ojio and
Yamada (2002). This approach requires the use of a truck with a known weight in order
to calibrate the bridge and uses the equation:
𝐺𝑉𝑊 = 𝐴 ∗

𝐺𝑉𝑊𝐶
,
𝐴𝐶

(3.5)
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where GVW is the unknown truck weight and is to be determined using the calibrated
truck’s weight, GVWC, the influence are of both the truck of unknown weight and the
calibrated truck, A and AC, respectively. The influence area is taken by multiplying the
area under the strain plot for a given truck by the speed of that same truck. Therefore,
when a known GVWC crosses the bridge an influence area AC can be calculated and the
bridge is then calibrated. This was done multiple times with two different trucks of
known weights driving at a constant speed in order to derive a more accurate calibration
and also to test this calibration. Truck 1 was measured statically to be 309 kN with a
total length of 14.3 m and Truck 2 weighed 275 kN with a total length of 20.7 m. The
influence area of trucks with unknown GVW can be measured using the strain gauges.
The strain gauges on span 1 were used to calculate the area under the strain plot. While
the difference in time of corresponding peaks in strain data from gauges located at the
first span and mid-span was taken using the known distance between the 2 sets of gauges
in order to determine the speed of the trucks.
The bridge was calibrated for trucks passing over both Lane 1 and Lane 2. Only
one strain gauge was used for each lane (the gauges located on girders more directly
under each lane of traffic). Therefore, one strain gauge was calibrated to trucks passing
over one lane and the other strain gauge received a separate calibration to trucks passing
over the other lane. Passes were considered useable if no other trucks were on the bridge
at the same time. Five useable passes from Truck 1 were used to calibrate the strain
gauges. The remaining 10 useable passes from Truck 1 and 4 useable passes from Truck
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2 were used to verify the accuracy of the calibrated system. The percent errors for
Trucks 1 and 2 in Lanes 1 and 2 were all less than 4%.
Three possible issues were omitted in this study. The first was that the bridge had
three lanes but only the middle and right lanes were calibrated and used in this study.
This was acceptable because only 0.08% of trucks pass over the bridge in the furthest left
lane. The second issue was that of trucks passing closely together in one lane, at the
same time in two lanes or staggered in two lanes. This issue was omitted because of its
low occurrence. The last issue that was omitted was a truck changing lanes over the
bridge which is a rare occurrence.
Approximately (12) 24 hour data collection periods were used to test the B-WIM.
The studied produced a histogram showing the distribution of trucks by GVW but did not
separate them into class because the B-WIM system did not determine the number of
axles nor their spacing. There was found to be a peak in the number of trucks between
125-150 kN that could possibly be loaded box trucks or unloaded semi-trucks. Another
peak at 326-350 kN was noted and could possibly be due to loaded semi-trucks. In
addition to determining the volume of trucks that pass over the bridge and their GVW, the
study also determined the average speed of trucks traveling in either lane, what lanes
were used by the trucks and the number of overloaded trucks. The results from the test
showed that 8% of trucks were overweight, that more trucks passed in Lane 2 (the middle
lane) and that the average speed for trucks in Lane 2 was greater than that of trucks in
Lane 1. The B-WIM missed 29% of the trucks, typically because the speed of the truck
was not possible to be determined or because multiple trucks passed close together. The
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B-WIM system described in this study was to continue collecting the above mentioned
data.
Rainflow Histogram
This section explains the function of the rainflow histogram and provides a
qualitative example of how it is calculated. The portion of the report by Wood and Dean
(2007) that explains the rainflow histogram is summarized in this section of the literature
review.
The primary purpose of the Wood and Dean study was to determine the remaining
fatigue life of fracture critical bridges. In order to do so AASHTO fatigue models were
used. Rainflow counting was used in order to simplify the bridge response data and
determine effective stresses. The effective stresses were then used to calculate the fatigue
life in terms of cycles. Some members had low enough maximum stresses that the
fatigue life was taken to be infinity. For members with non-infinite fatigue life, the
number of cycles remaining was correlated to years remaining. This was done by taking
ADTT information and projecting its growth into the future to determine how long it
would take for the bridge to experience that number of cycles. One of the bridges studied
was near a WIM station and allowed for comparison between truck statistics, strain
cycles and fatigue life.
The ASTM E 1049 (1997) algorithm was used for rainflow counting. The report
presented four figures that help visualize how the algorithm works; they are presented
here as Figures 3.1-3.4. Figure 3.1 is a strain time history. In order to visualize the cycle
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counting process the time series is rearranged in Figure 3.2 so the point of maximum
strain is plotted first with the data that was recorded before the maximum strain being
plotted at the end of the graph. Therefore, the resulting plot has the first and last point
being the same value (maximum strain).
It can then be imagined that this rearranged plot is a reservoir filled with water as
shown in Figure 3.3. The difference between the water level (maximum strain) and the
minimum strain is the value of the largest strain cycle. This is shown as 91.2 micro-strain
in Figure 3.3. The reservoir can then be emptied from the point of minimum strain that
was used in calculating the strain cycle value. The modified reservoir is presented in
Figure 3.4. The difference between the new water level and minimum strain for each
section of water is then used to determine the value for the next largest strain cycles (42.9
and 28.1 micro-strain for this example). Those two sections are then emptied from their
lowest point and the process continues until all of the idealized water is drained and every
cycle is counted.
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Figure 3.1: Strain time series (Wood and Dean 2007)

Figure 3.2: Rearranged strain time series (Wood and Dean 2007)
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Figure 3.3: Strain plot filled like a reservoir (Wood and Dean 2007)

Figure 3.4: Strain plot reservoir after counting the largest strain cycle (Wood and
Dean 2007)
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The rainflow counting approach allows the effective stresses to be determined
because it counts the strain cycles that the bridge actually experiences. The cycles of
lesser value than the peak cycle are still accounted for, yet the peak cycle is not lost by
dividing it into multiple smaller cycles. It can be observed that the smaller cycles occur
far more often than the larger cycles. The small cycles may be due to noise or dynamic
effects. A noise threshold was set in order to not end up with enormously large counts
for cycles of very low strain, which essentially do not affect the bridge’s fatigue life or
may not even be cycles the bridge experienced (i.e., noise).
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CHAPTER IV
APPROACH
Research Objective
The goal of this study is to develop a B-WIM technique that correlates rainflow
histograms to effective gross vehicle weights. Thus, the need for transferring large
amounts of data to be post processed or attempting to achieve onboard processing using a
very large algorithm is avoided. Depending on the remoteness of the site and data
transfer costs and capabilities, limiting the amount of data to be transferred can be
crucial. Also, onboard processing limits the data acquisitions sampling rate capabilities.
Minor calculations may not require lowering the sampling frequency but large algorithms
may force the sampling frequency to be less. The rainflow histogram algorithm is very
simple and the output is a single line of data for each sensor per computation. The
computation time interval can be modified but is currently being processed only once per
day (24 h). This also allows for simpler data management not only because of the
smaller amount of data required to be stored but also that the output can be used for both
fatigue analyses and typical WIM analyses (e.g., ADTT, pavement maintenance, etc.).
Another advantage to using a rainflow type B-WIM (RF-BWIM) is that the strain
gauges do not need to be zeroed. Therefore, they can be used for separate temperature
induced strain analyses. The daily temperature induced strain cycle only results in a
single strain cycle to be counted in the rainflow algorithm. This cycle can either be
neglected because the number of traffic induced strains far outweighs a single
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temperature strain cycle, or it can be removed, as an outlier, from the stored data if it is a
cycle of a magnitude much greater than any traffic induced strains.
An additional advantage to RF-BWIM is that only a single cross-section of strain
gauges is needed. Therefore, it conserves measuring capabilities and/or measurement
channels of a limited capability datalogger. It also allows the system to be more portable
for medium term monitoring or smaller for application of long term monitoring on a large
number of bridges.
The RF-BWIM approach maintains the advantages of current B-WIM techniques.
Which are that it does not require lane closures to be installed or maintained, it is less
expensive and does not require pavement replacement, it cannot be detected by drivers, it
has many potential locations and can be relocated easily. In addition to these advantages
the RF-BWIM will also require less processing and/or data transfer, allow for simple data
management, not require the strain sensors to be zeroed and only require a single crosssection of sensors.
Bridge and Monitoring System Description
The Cannery Street Overpass, Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT)
structure number 1F 205, is located 2.4 km west of Perry, Utah; about 97 km north of Salt
Lake City, Utah. It is located 1.8 km north of a port-of-entry station where all trucks are
directed to pass over an in-pavement WIM and some trucks must also stop at the station.
The bridge is a pre-cast pre-stressed concrete girder bridge constructed in 1976. The
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bridge was designed to carry two lanes of northbound traffic on Interstate-15 over
Cannery Street which is a lightly traveled dirt road (Figure 4.1).
The clear span length is 24.38 m, from abutment to abutment with an actual girder
length of 24.88 m from center of bearing to center of bearing (Figure 4.2). The
abutments were designed as integral abutments. The width of the bridge is 13.40 m with
a 12.34 m wide traveling surface comprised of two 3.66 m wide traveling lanes, a 3.42 m
shoulder on the east, right, side and a 1.6 m shoulder on the west, left, side. Both
parapets are 0.53 m wide. The five girders are spaced at 2.69 m center-to-center with the
centerline of the first girder located at 1.32 m from the edge of the bridge (Figures 4.3
and 5.3). The reinforced concrete deck is 20.32 cm thick with specified minimum
compressive strength of 24 MPa. The deck is covered with a moisture barrier membrane
and 7.6 to 8.9 cm thick asphalt overlay.

Figure 4.1: Picture of bridge taken from camera mounted to tower
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Figure 4.2: Elevation view of bridge
Various types of permanent, long term instrumentation were installed on or near
the bridge. The locations of these measurement devices were determined after live load
and dynamic field testing had been performed. The long term instrumentation includes
foil strain gauges, vibrating wire strain gauges, tiltmeters to measure rotation, velocity
transducers, thermocouples, hydrotracker embeds, impedance sensors, Lufft IRS21 for
road surface conditions, Decagon 5TE for measuring water content in the deck, a weather
station on a nearby tower and a camera mounted to the top of the tower. However, the 6
foil strain gauges, the nearby in-pavement WIM and the camera were the only device
used in this study of the RF-BWIM concept. The use of the tower camera to recorded the
field testing was very useful in identifying, time stamping and determining the state of
the bridge (i.e., were multiple vehicles on the bridge simultaneously) for specific truck
crossing events. A cross-section of five gauges is located at 0.6L, one gauge mounted to
the bottom side of the bottom flange of each girder. A single gauge is located at 0.3L on
the bottom flange of girder 1. A plan view of the strain gauge locations is shown in
Figure 4.3 (more detailed instrumentation drawings and photographs, including
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instruments not used in the RF-BWIM study are provided in Appendix A: Bridge
Monitoring System Description).
A data acquisition box is located at the bottom of the tower. This box contains
two dataloggers to which all of the instruments are connected except the hydrotrackers,
impedance sensors and in-pavement WIM. The hydrotrackers and impedance sensors
require on-site collection and the WIM data is transmitted from the port-of-entry server
directly to USU’s offsite server. The two dataloggers are used to record, process and
transmit data from the instruments to the offsite server for data archival and further
analysis. The data is transmitted via a CDMA cellular modem to the server.

Figure 4.3: Plan view of strain gauge locations
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The sampling frequency of the strain gauges is customizable and was set to 100
Hz of continuous monitoring before the experiment and left at this rate for the
experiment, it is intended to remain at this frequency in the future. This strain data is
recorded and stored on the datalogger’s temporary memory. If an event of interest
occurs, such as a heavy truck, collision or earthquake, the time series data can be
transmitted to the offsite server and permanently saved. Otherwise, it is deleted from the
datalogger through a circular overwrite process every 24 hours. Regardless of whether or
not a continuous data storage event it triggered, an average value of strain is transmitted
for each sensor every 15 minutes that is used in correlation with thermocouple readings
taken at the same interval. These two uses for the strain data illustrate the multiuse
capabilities of the strain sensors. In order to preserve these uses while still obtaining
strain cycle and B-WIM data, the RF-BWIM is being developed. The time series data
that is saved to the datalogger’s temporary memory is used to complete the rainflow
counting every 24 hours using the algorithm presented by Downing and Socie (1982).
The histogram of each sensor for the 24 hour period is then transmitted and permanently
archived.
The rainflow histogram characterizes the traffic by separating each truck event
into strain cycle bins. It works by counting every strain cycle between user defined
levels. It counts these strain cycles and places them in a histogram where each bin is
defined by a range of micro-strain magnitudes. If the strain cycle is within the given
magnitudes of a bin, that bin receives a count. The algorithm is set to only process strain
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cycles above a certain level in order to avoid counting insignificant strains (i.e., sampling
noise).
Experimental Procedure
The bridge was instrumented with a large quantity of temporary sensors to obtain
additional strain, deflection, velocity, acceleration and rotation information at more
locations. A single experimental procedure was followed with data being collected by
both the temporary and permanent instrumentation. However, the data from temporary
instrumentation were used in separate studies not presented in this paper.
The experiment took place on Tuesday, 13 Mar 2012 in the morning and early
afternoon, which was a week day and time period of typical traffic at the bridge. A 4.5
hour segment of recorded rainflow histograms was used for the analyses as well as time
series data over the same 4.5 hour time period. The methodology with respect to this
study was to calibrate a RF-BWIM system. This was to be done using multiple
calibration trucks (trucks of known weights and axle spacings) and passing them over the
bridge multiple times in each lane at varying, yet known, speeds. An additional objective
was to do so without any lane closures. This allowed for the effect of imperfect, real
world, conditions to be analyzed as well as allow traffic to be undisturbed.
The data collection was slightly altered for the experiment; the rainflow histogram
was set to occur every 30 minutes rather than every 24 hours. This was done to allow for
a more discrete analysis of the rainflow histogram and to not compute hours of strain
cycles before and after the experiment took place. The sampling frequencies and
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parameters for all other devices remained the same. Meaning, the strain time series data
were recorded at 100 Hz throughout the entire experiment, making sure to store all the
data rather than leaving it on the temporary memory. The camera on top of the nearby
tower recorded the entire experiment in order to provide quality assurance of record
keeping and to match the strain time series responses to the specific event of a given
calibrated truck, lane and speed.
The axle spacing and entire length of a vehicle affect its strain response. They
have an even greater effect on short span bridges, as is the case with the Cannery Street
Overpass (span of 24.88 m). For example, a longer truck will have a lower peak strain
(and corresponding strain cycle) than a shorter truck of the same weight. In essence, the
longer the truck the more distributed the response is over the bridge. For a short span
bridge the proportion of truck length to bridge length can vary drastically, the truck can
even be longer than the bridge. As the span length increases the truck’s axle loads
become closer to being represented by a single point load and the truck length to bridge
length ratio remains small and varies very little with varying truck lengths.
It is intuitive that two trucks of the same axle spacing yet differing loads will have
differing strain responses, with the lighter truck having a lower strain response. This
variable coupled with the axle spacing variable were the driving factors in determining
which types of trucks to use as calibration trucks for the RF-BWIM. Two trucks with
identical axle spacing and different loads were desired, as well as two trucks with the
same load yet differing axle spacing. After researching the possible trucks and loadings
it was determined that an additional truck with a very large load was needed in order to
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represent the upper extreme of gross vehicle weights (GVW) observed from the inpavement WIM.
There were 4 trucks used in this experiment, which used the following
nomenclature: (1) light strong arm, (2) heavy strong arm, (3) single belly and (4) double
belly. Each truck was weighed using a static scale before the experiment began. The
trucks’ axle spacings and GVWs are shown in Figure 4.4. The light strong arm and heavy
strong arm were to be of the same axle spacing and differing loads. However, due to
inexactness of loading at the quarry and highway regulations the light strong arm was not
allowed to lower its back axle and the heavy strong arm was required to leave its back
axle down. The heavy strong arm and single belly were used as the same weight and
different spacing scenario. The double belly was used to analyze the response of the
bridge to a truck of GVW approaching the upper limit recorded by the port-of-entry WIM.
The truck drivers were instructed to make multiple passes over the bridge
following a specified order that was provided to them on a handout (this handout as well
as other truck information are included in Appendix B: Truck and Experiment
Information). The various runs were to be as follows: three runs in each lane at 72 km/h
(45 mph), three runs each lane at 97 km/h (60 mph) and three runs each lane at 121 km/h
(75 mph). However, the actual truck runs were slightly different for the heavy strong arm
and double belly; they completed only two runs at 121 km/h in the left lane and had an
extra run in the right lane at an unknown speed. Multiple speeds were used to determine
the effect of vehicle speed on the strain response. Both lanes were driven over in order to
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calibrate the RF-BWIM to function for all trucks passing over the bridge, not just those in
the right, or slow, lane.

Figure 4.4: Four calibrated trucks, AG stands for axle group
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Strain Time Series Results
After the calibration runs had been completed the data was then separated into
distinct events for each truck crossing. This data was then analyzed and compared in
order to verify the output of the strain sensors, determine which variable(s) affected the
strain response the most and to calibrate the RF-BWIM. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict the
load distribution across the girders for the double belly truck traveling in the left and right
lanes, respectively. Appendix C contains a complete collection of plots for every
calibrated truck crossing the bridge.

Figure 5.1: Strain time series of a truck traveling in the left lane
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Figure 5.2: Strain time series of truck traveling in the right lane
It was observed that as the truck traveled in the left lane (Figure 5.1) the gauge on
girder 4 experienced the maximum strain; whereas, the strain gauge on girder 1 had a
near zero response. The opposite reaction occurred when the truck crossed in the right
lane (Figure 5.2), girder 2 had the maximum strain response and girder 5 experienced
very little strain. A cross-section of the bridge is shown in Figure 5.3 in order to illustrate
the girders’ locations with respect to traveling lanes. The figure is followed by Table 5.1,
which presents the peak strain response of each strain gauge for all trucks averaged
across all runs. The table is separated into the left lane response and the right lane
response in order to numerically compare the load distribution. The load distribution can
be seen, for instance, by looking at just the double belly column and the rows for the right
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lane. For this instance the average peak strain was be 8.6, 28.3, 25.3, 10.8 and 3.0 microstrain for strain gauges on girders 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Figure 5.3: Cross-sectional view facing north
Table 5.1: Average peak strain cycles

Weight (kN)

Light
Strong
193

Heavy
Strong
303

Single
Belly
303

Double
Belly
566

Lane
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L

Average
6.4
1.0
22.0
4.5
22.5
12.7
8.6
20.0
3.3
12.6

Average
9.6
2.2
31.1
7.5
30.0
20.8
12.7
29.4
5.5
16.8

Average
6.5
1.6
23.4
5.5
22.8
14.6
9.1
22.5
2.0
15.1

Average
8.6
2.0
28.3
8.1
25.3
19.0
10.8
26.5
3.0
17.1

Truck
Strain Gauge
SG1 (e)
SG2 (e)
SG3 (e)
SG4 (e)
SG5 (e)
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The maximum strain being at girder 4 when the truck was in the left lane
corresponds to the left lane’s location above girder 4. Likewise, the right lane is located
above girder 2, which has the maximum strain when the truck was in the right lane. The
effects of the two separate wheel loads can be seen also. Because girder 4 is near the
middle of the left lane, girders 3 and 5 help carry a large portion of the load when it is in
the left lane. However, the wheel loads in the right lane are almost directly over girders 2
and 3. Therefore, these two girders carry most of the load when vehicles pass in the right
lane.
The effects of varying speeds were also analyzed. Figure 5.4 illustrates the strain
response of a single gauge for the light strong arm truck traveling over the bridge in the
right lane at different speeds. It was observed that the strain plot was wider the slower
the truck was traveling. However, the peak strain cycles were nearly the same regardless
of the speed of travel. The faster speeds did show a slight increase in maximum strain
cycle for some of the truck events but not all. The most extreme decrease in strain from
121 km/h to 72 km/h was 12.5%, which corresponded to a 4 micro-strain change.
Therefore, the effects of truck speed were taken to be negligible in the development of
this RF-BWIM technique.
The final comparison was that of varying axle spacing. The strain responses of
gauge 2 to all four trucks traveling separately in the right lane at 121 km/h are plotted in
Figure 5.5. As expected, the larger the overall axle spacing the wider the strain plot. Of
particular interest was the comparison of the heavy strong arm and the single belly that
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of strain time series with varying speeds

Figure 5.5: Comparison of strain time series between four different trucks
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had the same GVW with differing axle spacing. Although they weighed the same, the
heavy strong arm, with a smaller overall axle spacing, produced maximum strain cycles
33% larger on average than the single belly did. The extreme difference between
maximum strains among the runs of these two trucks in the right lane was 15 microstrain. Also of interest was that the double belly, having nearly twice the GVW of any
other truck, did not produce the maximum strain cycle.
Rainflow Bridge Weigh-In-Motion Development
In order to obtain both useful strain cycle data and traffic characterization with the
use of simpler algorithms and less data transmission requirements the RF-BWIM is being
developed. This also allows an SHM system to continue performing other measurements
and analyses. In order to develop an accurate RF-BWIM the effects of the varying
parameters on the strain response discussed in the previous section were considered.
The first variation to be considered was the width of the strain plot that varied
with speed and axle spacing. This is not accounted for in rainflow cycle counting; the
difference between the starting strain value and the maximum strain value is counted as
one peak strain cycle. The other minor strain cycles are counted but are insignificant
compared to the peak cycle. In order to not have the varying width be an issue it was
determined to have the RF-BWIM only calculate truck statistics with respect to GVW
rather than each individual axle or axle group weight. Moses (1979) stated that B-WIMs
are more accurate for GVW determination. Cardini and DeWolf (2009) used an algorithm
requiring time series data that only computed GVW and Kalin et al. (2006) explained how
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axle determination increases the complexity of the B-WIM algorithm. Also, the outcome
of the RF-BWIM is to give a quick and easy traffic characterization over several years.
Therefore, if the trucks’ GVWs are being counted and all the strain cycles experienced by
the bridge are being counted then additional axle weight and spacing statistics would be
unneeded.
The rainflow counting algorithm in its use for the RF-BWIM is essentially
counting peaks with a much simpler algorithm that automatically accounts for a drifting
(e.g., temperature drift) strain gauge. Peak counting has been proven to correlate with
GVW when the class of vehicles is restricted by the number of axles and axle spacing.
This correlation was found when using discrete length categories for the axle spacing
(Goble et al. 1974). Goble et al. observed that the overall axle spacing (front axle to rear
axle) had the largest impact on the peak strain response. Therefore, overall axle spacing
was determined to be a key factor in calibrating the RF-BWIM.
The overall axle spacing in conjunction with the GVW as measured by the inpavement WIM located prior to the bridge and the varying peak strain cycles observed on
the bridge were taken as the parameters of interest in this study. The variation of the
peak strain response due to a varying speed was taken to be negligible as explained
previously. It was determined to derive a correlated gross vehicle weight (C-GVW) based
on a ratio of overall axle spacing (truck length) to span length. By using the truck length
and span length to determine a C-GVW a correlation can be found between peak strain
cycle and C-GVW. Table 5.1 presented the average peak strain cycles experienced by
gauges at all five girders for the four separate trucks. The weights listed in the table are
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the actual weights of each truck as weighed by a static scale. In theory, if the C-GVW is
computed correctly its value for each given truck will correlate to the strains caused by
each truck. For example, the C-GVW would be from greatest to least: heavy strong arm,
double belly, single belly, light strong arm based on the peak strains shown in the table.
The computation of 4 methods to calculate the C-GVW and a corresponding RF-BWIM
are presented in the following sub-sections. According to the respective method of
determining C-GVW, the in-pavement WIM data was processed to convert it to the
hypothetical C-GVW then compare these C-GVWs from the WIM to experimental CGVWs calculated using the given method’s RF-BWIM results.
The final variable that needed to be accounted for was the two potential lanes of
travel. Strain gauge 3 was eliminated from use in the RF-BWIM because it experienced
high strains regardless of the lane traveled. However, these high strains were not the
same magnitudes for both lanes. Two possible combinations of strain gauges could be
used to decipher which lane the truck was traveling in; either gauges 1 and 5 for the right
and left lanes respectively, or gauges 2 and 4. It was decided to use gauges 2 and 4
because they experienced the maximum strain cycles. Thus, the extreme cases of strain
cycles could be monitored while still producing an accurate B-WIM.The strain cycles
from strain gauge 2 were used to calculate the number of trucks and their C-GVW that
traveled over the right lane. Strain gauge 4 was used to calculate the same statistics for
trucks traveling in the left lane. The vehicle counts were then summed together to
calculate the total number of trucks organized into C-GVW categories for the entire
bridge.
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The rainflow histogram that was computed by the datalogger had to be slightly
post processed. This was done to eliminate double counting the same vehicle. For
example, referring to Table 5.1, the heavy strong arm truck traveling in the right lane
would cause a 31.1 micro-strain peak cycle in strain gauge 2. However, at the same time
it would also cause a 12.7 micro-strain reaction in strain gauge 4. Therefore, if left
unprocessed the rainflow histogram would count a strain cycle corresponding to the
correct C-GVW for a truck in the right lane and an erroneous cycle corresponding to a
truck of a smaller C-GVW in the left lane. According to the ratio of load distribution
between the girders a lower strain cycle count was subtracted from the rainflow
histogram of strain gauge 4 for every higher value strain cycle counted from strain gauge
2; and vice versa, subtracting lower strain cycles from strain gauge 2 for every higher
value strain cycle experienced by gauge 4.
Calculate C-GVW, Method 1: Linear Ratio
For this method the C-GVW was determined by dividing the GVW by a ratio
determined by truck length, Lt, span length, Ls, number of axles, Na, and/or number of
axle groups, Ng. Equations 5.1 – 5.4 show some of the combinations of the
aforementioned parameters that were examined to determine the C-GVW.

𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝑁𝑎
𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐶˗𝐺𝑉𝑊 =
𝑁𝑔
𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐶˗𝐺𝑉𝑊 =
𝐿
(𝐿𝑡 )
𝑠
𝐶˗𝐺𝑉𝑊 =

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
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𝐶˗𝐺𝑉𝑊 =

𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐿𝑡 + 𝐿𝑠
( 𝐿 )
𝑠

(5.4)

The method of determining the C-GVW by dividing the GVW by the simple ratio
of truck length over span length presented in Equation 5.3 produced the best RF-BWIM
versus in-pavement WIM results. However, the resulting C-GVW did not line up well
with the average peak strains as can be seen in Table 5.2. Therefore, only the heavy
strong arm and single belly trucks were used to determine a trend line for use in
calibrating the RF-BWIM. These two were chosen because the ratio of their C-GVW to
each other was closest to what the ratio of their respective average peak strains was.
Also, both trucks had the same GVW and only differed by axle spacing.
Figure 5.6 plots the peak strains for the two trucks versus the C-GVWs for strain
gauge 2 when a truck is passing in the right lane. A trend line from this graph determined
what C-GVW bin boundaries should be made in accordance with the preset rainflow
histogram bins for strain gauge 2. Figure 5.7 plots the same parameters for strain gauge 4
Table 5.2: Average peak strain and C-GVW for linear ratio

Strain Gauge

Lane

Light
Strong Arm

SG2 (e)
SG4 (e)
C-GVW =

R
L
GVW/(Lt/Ls) (kN)

22.0
20.0
685

Heavy
Strong
Arm
31.1
29.4
679

Single
Belly

Double
Belly

23.4
22.5
548

28.3
26.5
523
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Correlated Gross Vehicle Weight (kN)
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Figure 5.6: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW for actual linear ratio right lane
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Figure 5.7: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW for actual linear ratio left lane
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when a truck is passing in the left lane. Trend lines from these plots were used to
determine the boundaries for strain gauges 2 and 4, respectively. It was found that a
linear trend line produced the best results, in terms of WIM data compared to calculated
RF-BWIM data. In the legend, LS stands for “light strong arm,” SB for “single belly,”
DB for “double belly” and HS for “heavy strong arm.”
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Bin 1:
Bin 2:
Bin 3:
Bin 4:
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Bin 6:
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Bin 8:
Bin 9:

4 – 8 micro-strain (RF cycle),
8 – 12 micro-strain (RF cycle),
12 – 16 micro-strain (RF cycle),
16 – 20 micro-strain (RF cycle),
20 – 24 micro-strain (RF cycle),
24 – 28 micro-strain (RF cycle),
28 – 32 micro-strain (RF cycle),
32 - 36 micro-strain (RF cycle),
36 + micro-strain (RF cycle),

< 178 kN (C-GVW)
178 – 267 kN (C-GVW)
267 – 356 kN (C-GVW)
356 – 445 kN (C-GVW)
445 – 534 kN (C-GVW)
534 – 623 kN (C-GVW)
623 – 712 kN (C-GVW)
712 - 801 kN (C-GVW)
801 <
kN (C-GVW)

Figure 5.8: WIM and RF-BWIM comparison for actual linear ratio
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The resulting WIM histogram compared to RF-BWIM histogram is presented in
Figure 5.8. The first 5 bins of the RF-BWIM have a percent error of 17% or less. The
upper boundary parameters have a slightly greater percent error due to the low quantity of
events in that range; the percent error will likely improve with an increased sample size.
The total strain cycle count (RF-BWIM = 3000) and truck count (WIM = 3040) have
only a 1.3% error. The subsequent methods had the same error for the comparison of
total counts because this is simply the amount of strain cycles above 4 micro-strain
compared to the total number of vehicles counted by the WIM. However, the distribution
of the RF-WIM and WIM counts amongst bins based on differing correlation parameters
yielded varying percent errors between individual bins of differing methods.
Calculate C-GVW, Method 2: Discretized Linear Ratio
A series of linear ratios was tested to determine which would result in the C-GVW
of the 4 calibration trucks having the same relationship to each other as the peak strain
cycles. Some examples of these ratios are shown in Equations 5.1-5.4. However, none
of these ratios resulted in the four trucks’ C-GVW being in the same order as their
respective peak strain values. Therefore, discrete truck length, Ll, values were defined, in
Equation 5.5, and used to determine the C-GVW in Equation 5.6.
0.5

𝑖𝑓

𝐿𝑙 = 0.75 𝑖𝑓
{

1.0

𝑖𝑓

𝐿𝑡
≤ 0.5
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑡
0.5 < < 1.0
𝐿𝑠
𝐿𝑡
≥ 1.0
𝐿𝑠
}

(5.5)
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𝐶– 𝐺𝑉𝑊 =

𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐿𝑙

(5.6)

If the truck length was equal to or shorter than half the span length then the GVW
was divided by 0.5; if the truck length was greater than half the span length and less than
the full span length then GVW was divided by 0.75; and if the truck length was greater
than or equal to the span length then GVW was divided by 1.0. This resulted in the CGVWs of the calibrated trucks being correlated well with the peak strains. Table 5.3
demonstrates this correlation between the average peak strains and C-GVWs. Figure 5.9
is a plot of the peak strain cycles of strain gauge 2 for every run in the right lane versus
the C-GVWs calculated using this method. It also shows linear, logarithmic and
exponential fit lines. Figure 5.10 is a similar plot but for strain gauge 4 and all of the
runs in the left lane. The data used in these plots were used to determine the correlation
between strain and C-GVW.

Table 5.3: Average peak strain and C-GVW for discretized linear ratio

R

Light
Strong Arm
22.0

Heavy
Strong Arm
31.1

Single
Belly
23.4

Double
Belly
28.3

SG4 (e)

L

20.0

29.4

22.5

26.5

C-GVW =

GVW/Ll (kN)

386

606

404

566

Strain Gauge

Lane

SG2 (e)

Correlated Gross Vehicle Weight (kN)
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Figure 5.9: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW using discretized linear ratio for strain
gauge 2 when truck is traveling in the right lane
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Figure 5.10: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW using discretized linear ratio for
strain gauge 2 when truck is traveling in the left lane
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Figure 5.11: WIM and RF-BWIM comparison for discretized linear ratio
Although the logarithmic and exponential equations had slightly greater
correspondence to the data than the linear equation, it was found that by using the linear
equation a better correlation between WIM and RF-BWIM was calculated than by any
other best fit equation. The comparison of C-GVW calculated from the in-pavement
WIM and the RF-BWIM, using a linear fit line to determine bin boundaries, is shown in
Figure 5.11. This method resulted in four bins having an error of 3% or less and four
bins having errors between 25% and 67%. However, not all of these larger errors can be
explained as they were in method 1 (larger percent error due to smaller sample size).
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Also, below 12 micro-strain the correlation did not delineate between 4 – 8 micro-strain
and 8 – 12 micro-strain. Thus, the lowest bin covers 4 – 12 micro-strain instead of 4 – 8
micro-strain as the lowest bin in method 1 does. The negative aspect of this approach
was the discretized truck lengths. This separated all trucks into just 3 categories; also, on
a bridge with a larger span perhaps every truck would be shorter than half the span length
and therefore all have the same ratio to be used when calculating the C-GVW. Therefore,
different discretization parameters would need to be explored for bridges with
significantly different attributes. Calculate C-GVW, Method 3: Quadratic Ratio
In order to achieve a correlation between the C-GVWs of the calibrated trucks and
the average peak strain values without discretizing the truck lengths an approach was
taken where the linear ratio by which the GVW was being divided was raised to a given
power. For this method it was determined that the ratio given in Equation 5.4 was
provided better correlation than did Equations 5.1 – 5.3. Therefore, the C-GVW was
calculated by raising the denominator of Equation 5.4 to a power, x, as shown in Equation
5.7.
𝐶– 𝐺𝑉𝑊 =

𝐺𝑉𝑊
𝐿𝑡 + 𝐿𝑠 𝑥
( 𝐿𝑠 )

(5.7)

For the best correlation of the peak strain cycles versus C-GVW, calculated using
Equation 5.7, it was observed that x, the power by which the ratio was raised, fluctuated
around 2 depending on the type of trend line that was used. Therefore, in order to
provide a general equation that could be used on other bridges this power was taken as
the integer value 2. Figure 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the correlation between peak strain
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Figure 5.12: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW for quadratic ratio for strain gauge 2
when truck is traveling in the right lane
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Figure 5.13: Peak strain cycle versus C-GVW for quadratic ratio for strain gauge 4
when truck is traveling in the left lane
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cycles and C-GVWs. Various trend lines were used, including piece-wise lines like the
one shown in the figure, in order to develop a relationship between WIM and RF-BWIM.
However, no strong correlation was found when using this method of calculating CGVW.
Calculate C-GVW, Method 4: Effective Moment
Another approach was to calculate an estimated moment that a given truck would
cause at the location of the strain gauges (0.6L). Because the rainflow algorithm counts
strain cycles and distributes them into bins it cannot use influence lines and axle loads of
individual trucks as they move across the bridge to calculate the moment as is done in
other B-WIM techniques. Thus, a somewhat simplified version of calculating the
moment had to be used. The truck’s weight was divided by its overall length to
determine its distributed load. This distributed load was then theoretically placed
centered over the mid-span and the moment at 0.6L was calculated. In essence, the CGVW for this method was the moment caused by the given truck.
This method did not produce C-GVWs that corresponded well with the average
peak strain values for all four trucks. As can be seen in Table 5.4, the double belly
truck’s calculated moment, or C-GVW, was larger than the other three trucks’ calculated
moments even though its average peak strain was not. Nevertheless, correlations
between the peak strain cycles and C-GVWs of the light strong arm, heavy strong arm and
single belly were derived. However, the WIM and RF-BWIM results did not compare
well using this method. Also, the computation required to calculate the effective
moments begins to add
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Table 5.4: Average peak strain and C-GVW for effective moment

Strain Gauge

Lane

Light Strong
Arm

Heavy Strong
Arm

Single Belly

Double Belly

SG2 (e)

R

22.0

31.1

23.4

28.3

SG4 (e)

L

20.0

29.4

22.5

26.5

948

1379

1294

1564

C-GVW= M @0.6L (kN-m)

processing time to the datalogger. If one is willing to add processing time it may be most
beneficial to perform typical B-WIM techniques.
Discussion
Note that when using trend lines from the peak strain cycles versus C-GVW both
strain gauges 2 and 4 have their own respective trend lines. For example, they may have
different slopes or intercepts. Therefore, when calculating the rainflow histogram bin
boundaries that correspond to C-GVW bin boundaries strain gauge 2 and 4 may have
differing boundaries. This was the case for methods 1 and 2; however, the strain cycle
boundaries for strain gauge 4 were close enough to those of strain gauge 2 that the actual
boundary used for the combined RF histogram was taken as a value between the
boundaries of the respective strain gauges.
A possible way to completing the correlation of RF-BWIM to WIM would be
choosing set C-GVW boundaries and then back calculating the bin boundaries for strain
cycles. However, with the onboard program the datalogger uses to complete the rainflow
counting algorithm strain cycle boundaries are somewhat limited and cannot be changed
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after the histogram has been computed. Therefore, post processing of the time series data
would be necessary. This would defeat one of the purposes of the RF-BWIM, namely,
limiting of data transfer. For this experiment a post processing rainflow algorithm was
used to verify the results of the datalogger’s program. However, it was not used in the
analysis, as the analysis was aimed to provide techniques for real application, which
would require using the dataloggers onboard program.
One possible source of error was that the in-pavement WIM was located 1.8 km
south of the bridge. Therefore, the timing of the strain data and the WIM data was not
exact. This problem may be compounded when trucks stop for extended periods of time
at the port-of-entry. Rowley et al. (2009) stated that the measured response tends to
average out over time. Therefore, as data is collected over time, the aforementioned error
should not be large, neither should errors due to trucks with extreme parameters (i.e.,
overweight, very long axle spacing, etc.).
One potential remedy to timing issue is using a typical, temporary, B-WIM or
temporary on-pavement WIM during future field experiments in order to calibrate the
RF-BWIM that will be installed long term. This would allow the B-WIM to have the
exact time stamp as the rainflow histogram. It would also make this study plausible on
other bridges that are not located near a traditional WIM. The post processing of this
data would not be an issue as the field experiment does not take place over a long period
of time (hours or a single day compared to long term monitoring of months or years).
Another issue that this would solve is that all trucks would be recorded. With the
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traditional WIM located only in the right lane some trucks may not have passed over it
even though they are directed to do so.
Another potential source of error that was not addressed in this study was the
difference in truck speed. It was taken to be negligible based on the four calibration
trucks but may be an important factor if a more precise C-GVW were desired.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
A field test was conducted in order to develop a rainflow bridge weigh-in-motion
(RF-BWIM) technique. This combined rainflow counting of strain cycles, typically used
in structural health monitoring (SHM) of fatigue, and traditional bridge weigh-in-motion
(B-WIM) techniques. The purpose was to reduce onboard processing requirements or
high amounts of data transfer for post processing, limit the required number of
instrumented cross-sections, allow the strain gauges to not be zeroed thus enabling them
to contribute to other analyses, and to provide a quick and easy traffic characterization
that shows both strain cycles the bridge experiences and truck statistics.
The field test included 4 trucks of known weights and axle spacing that were
instructed to drive at multiple given speeds. These trucks were used to calibrate the RFBWIM and determine correlated gross vehicle weights (C-GVW). Four methods of
calibrating the RF-BWIM were discussed: (1) linear ratio, (2) discretized linear ration,
(3) quadratic ratio and (4) effective moment. Both methods 1 and 2 provided sufficiently
accurate results. However, the method using an actual (non-discretized) linear ratio
𝐿

(𝐶˗𝐺𝑉𝑊 = 𝐺𝑉𝑊/ 𝐿𝑡) provided the best correlation between the in-pavement WIM and
𝑠

the RF-BWIM. Also, this approach is plausible for implementation on bridge structures
with different parameters, as actual axle spacing parameters were used instead of
discretized axle spacing, which would not scale to larger bridges.
For studies on other bridges, three trucks of the same gross vehicle weight (GVW)
and differing axle spacing should be used to calibrate the RF-BWIM. This is because the
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most accurate RF-BWIM was derived via correlation between the heavy strong arm and
single belly trucks, which had the same GVW and different axle spacing. Using three
trucks would provide more data to be used in determining the trend line yet avoid adding
complexities of multiple GVW and axle spacing that proved to not increase the RF-WIM
accuracy. These trucks should have a GVW equal or close to the median GVW of trucks
traveling over the bridge. This median value can be determined using the best statistics
available for the bridge of interest. The axle spacing for the three trucks should attempt
to cover the spectrum of axle spacing for typical truck traffic over the bridge (i.e., one
with shorter axle spacing, one with average spacing and one with longer spacing).
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Appendix A
Bridge and Monitoring System Description
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This appendix provides a more extensive description of the instrumented bridge,
namely, the Cannery Street Overpass. Figures A.1 and A.2 are maps shown the bridges
location. Tables A.1 and A.2 list the instrumentation permanently installed on the bridge.
Figures A.3 – A.5 are drawings of the bridge containing the sensor locations. Tables A.3
and A.4 show the wiring diagram for the systems 2 dataloggers and their peripherals.
These tables are followed by the datalogger code used by the respective dataloggers, it is
written in CRBasic (proprietary to Campbell Scientific). Figures A.6 – A.31 are
photographs of the bridge and its instrumentation. Figures A.6 – A.23 include only long
term instrumentation, whereas, Figures A.24 – A.31 includes the temporary system that
was setup on the day of the field experiment (recall, only data from the permanent
instrumentation was used for this paper). The temporary system was primarily a BDI
monitoring system (Bridge Diagnostics Inc. 2015).
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Figure A.1: Map of Utah with the bridge location shown with a star
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Figure A.2: Map zoomed into location of bridge
Table A.1: List of long term bridge instrumentation
Quantity Type of Sensor
3
Velocity transducers
4
Tiltmeters with internal thermistors
Vibrating wire strain gauges with internal
2
thermistors
6
Foil strain gauges
6
Thermocouples (near foil strain gauges)
10
Deck thermocouples
15
Web thermocouples
11
Hydrotrackers
5
Impedance
2
IRS21
1
Decagon 5TE
1
Camera mounted to top of tower
1
Weather station mounted to tower*
* Weather station measurements: wind speed, wind direction,
air temperature relative humidity, radiation and rain detection
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Table A.2: Detailed list of long term bridge instrumentation listing sensor location
Sensor/Variable
Name

Location

Sensor/Variable
Name

Location

Video Camera

Top of tower

Vibrating Wire 2

East Ext. Girder, Midspan

I/O to Cam Trigger
Wind Speed
Direction

Datalogger to Camera Tower

VW Therm 1

Middle Girder, Midspan

Approx. 20 ft. up tower

VW Therm 2

East Ext. Girder, Midspan

Air Temperature

Approx. 15 ft. up tower

Web TC 1

Relative Humidity
Radiation
Pyranometer

Approx. 15 ft. up tower

Web TC 2

Approx. 20 ft. up tower

Web TC 3

East Girder - Exterior Top
East Girder - Exterior
Middle
East Girder - Exterior
Bottom

Rain Detector

Approx. 20 ft. up tower

Web TC 4

East Girder - Interior Top

Tilt 1

Girder, South Abut.

Web TC 5

Tilt 2

Abut. Wall, South Abut.

Web TC 6

East Girder - Interior Middle
East Girder - Interior
Bottom

Tilt 3

Girder, North Abut.

Web TC 7

Middle Girder - Top

Tilt 4

Abut. Wall, North Abut.

Web TC 8

Middle Girder - Middle

Foil 1

West Ext. Girder

Web TC 9

Middle Girder - Bottom

Foil 2

1st Int. Girder from West

Web TC 10

Foil 3

Middle Girder

Web TC 11

Foil 4

1st Int. Girder from East

Web TC 12

Middle Girder - Interior Top
West Girder - Interior
Middle
West Girder - Interior
Bottom

Foil 5

East Ext. Girder (0.1L No. CL)

Web TC 13

Foil 6

East Ext. Girder (0.1L So. CL)

Web TC 14

Velocity 1

North East, Under Deck

Web TC 15

Velocity 2

South East, Under Deck

Deck TC 1

Velocity 3

North West, Under Deck

Deck TC 2

Thermo 1

With Foil 1

Deck TC 3

Thermo 2

With Foil 2

Deck TC 4

Thermo 3

With Foil 3

Deck TC 5

Thermo 4

With Foil 4

Deck TC 6

Thermo 5

With Foil 5

Deck TC 7

Thermo 6

Inside Data Acq. Box

Deck TC 8

TiltTherm 1

Tilt 1

Deck TC 9

TiltTherm 2

Tilt 2

Deck TC 10

TiltTherm 3

Tilt 3

Decagon 5TE

TiltTherm 4

Tilt 4

IRS21 (1)

Vibrating Wire 1

Middle Girder, Midspan

IRS21 (2)

West Girder - Exterior Top
West Girder - Exterior
Middle
West Girder - Exterior
Bottom

Through width of deck. (8'9" West of RP; 50'-10"
North of RP)

Deck, NorthEast Corner
Deck, North Slow Shoulder,
5'
Deck, North Slow Shoulder,
10'
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Figure A.3: Plan view of instrumentation on bridge structure
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Figure A.4: Cross-sections of instrumented bridge deck and girders
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Figure A.5: Plan view of instrumentation on bridge deck
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C1

20L

SDM C3

12V

C2

(4) Tiltmeters

G

Cam Trigger

G

20H

Hitec Foil Strain Gauge

10L
Wht

Gr

Wht

Gr

Wht

Gr

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Blk

Wht

Foil 3
10H

9L

Foil 2
9H

8L

Foil 1
8H

7H

7H

6L

6H

5L

5H

4L

4H

3L

3H

2L

2H

Tilt 4

Utah CR5000
Tilt 3

1L

Tilt 2

1H

Tilt 1

Velocity 3

Velocity 2

Velocity 1

SW12

C3

SW12

C4

G

G
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Table A.3: Wiring diagram for Campbell Scientific CR5000 datalogger

Blue

Yel

5V

Licor
7L

B lk

3L

Rd

4L

Open

8H

(1) Vaisala

(1) AVW200

Grn

C6 to RES
C4 to CLK
12V to 12V
Grnd to Grnd

AM25T
Grn
Wht
Rd
Blk

AVW 200
C5 (Datalogger) to C1 (AVW200)
Grnd to Grnd
12V to 12V
Grnd to Grnd

Chnls 1-15 WTs; B to H, R to L
Chnls 16-25 DTs; B to H, R to L

1V+ (Rd)
1V- (Blk)
1T- (Green)
1T- (Wht)

Clr

G

G

G

Thermo/Tilt Therm

Rx
C8
5TE Reset

COM 4

Tx
C7

AVW AM 25T
Grn
Red
200

Rx
C6

COM 3

Tx
C5

CR1000 to SDMSIO-1
C1 to C1
Grn
C2 to C2
Wht
C3 to C3
Clr
12V to 12V
Rd
Grnd to Grnd
Blk

IRS21 Wiring
Green to SDMSIO-1 Z
Yellow to SDMSIO-1 Y
Brown to CR1000 SW12V
White to CR1000 G

Channels 1-6 (4x16 mode) Thermocouples; Blue to H, Red to L
Channels 7-9 (4x16 Mode) Thermistors; Grn to H, Blk to L

Peripherals

Wht

Wht

Rx
C4

(2) IRS21

Tx
C3

COM 2

P2

(1) AM 16/32B

Rx
C2

G

AM 25T

G

Tx
C1

COM 1

T
Rd

VX3

P1
Wind
Red

Blk AM 25

G

3HB10K

Blk

VX2

Blue

G

(2) SDMSIO-1

12V

VX1

Wind

(1) HMP45

8L

Vaisaila

Yellow Blue

4H

Rain Detector

Power Out
G SW12V G
12V
(2) IRS 21
(1) AM25T
(1) 5TE

Type T Thermo

Blue

7H

AM25T

Rd

3H

Radiation

Thermocouple/Thermistor AM 16/32
C8 to RES
Com Odd H to 19H (Blue Thermocouple Wire)
C4 to CLK
Com Odd L to 19L (Red Thermocouple Wire)
12V to 12V
Com Even H to 6L (Connected through 3WHB10K)
Grnd to Grnd
Com Even L to 6G (Connected through 3WHB10K)

G

Type T Thermo

3WHB10K

Jump H/L

Rd

Blue

Open

Wht

2L

Tilt Jump
6H
6L

HMP 45

2H

RH

1L

Thermo Conn.
5H
5L

Wind

Gr

1H

Wind A. T.

Utah CR1000
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Table A.4: Wiring diagram for Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger and its peripherals
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Code for Campbell Scientific CR5000 datalogger: UT5_Mar_13_247.CR5
'CR5000, Dynamic Data for Utah bridge
'############Changes, changed the Strain code to (+)4 instead of -4 to
see if that fixes the negative=tension issue.
'Included RealTime function. Added call-out to zero before starting
first scan.
'Dynamic data table will output 15 minutes of data (90,000 records) at
5AM and 5PM everyday.
'Rainlfow histograms are output every 24 hours
'Rainflow includes the strain gages
'Vibrating wire measurements and weather measurements are on the CR1000
'Flag 4 Zeros offset of tiltmeters
'Flag 8 Zeros offset of foil strain gages.
Public rTime(9)
to 9
Alias rTime(1) =
Alias rTime(2) =
Alias rTime(3) =
Alias rTime(4) =
Alias rTime(5) =
Alias rTime(6) =
Alias rTime(7) =
Alias rTime(8) =

'declare as public and dimension rTime
Year
Month
DOM
Hour
Minute
Second
uSecond
WeekDay

'assign
'assign
'assign
'assign
'assign
'assign
'assign
'assign

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

alias
alias
alias
alias
alias
alias
alias
alias

Year to rTime(1)
Month to rTime(2)
Day to rTime(3)
Hour to rTime(4)
Minute to rTime(5)
Second to rTime(6)
uSecond to rTime(7)
WeekDay to rTime(8)

'Tiltmeter variables and offset zeroing variables
Const Num_Geotilt=4 ' number of tiltmeters
'Public Therm_tilt(Num_tiltTherm)
'Dim DegC_Tilt(Num_Geotilt)
Public Geo_Tilt(Num_Geotilt)
Alias Geo_Tilt(1) = TM_SA_G2
'Tilt meter, south abutment, on girder
2
Alias Geo_Tilt(2) = TM_SA_Wall
'Tilt meter, south abutment, on actual
wall of abutment
Alias Geo_Tilt(3) = TM_NA_G2
Alias Geo_Tilt(4) = TM_NA_Wall
Const Vofset=0.07988 'Assign default offest prior to zeroing the first
time.
Public tiltOfst(Num_Geotilt)
Public Vcalreps
Public FlagMode4
Public Flag(8) As Boolean
Units Geo_Tilt()=deg
Dim G
'used to set all tiltOfst variables to Vofset initially
'Copy the following Public variables when creating a new code.
'######################################################################
#######################################################
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Const StrainGF = 2.1
' gauge factor for strain gage block
Const StrainCode = 1
'
gauge code for full bridge strain Check for wrong polarity
Const StrainMult = 1
Const Num_Strain = 6
'
set equal to number of strain gages.
Public FieldcalAvgs
'Change in real time public table for the number of readings to derive
the average value.
'######################################################################
######################################################
Public CalFileLoaded As Boolean
Public GStrain(Num_Strain)
Public GStrainRaw(Num_Strain)
Public SKnownVar(Num_Strain)
Public CalMode
Public CalStartIdx
Public StrainMV_V(Num_Strain)
Public Strain(Num_Strain)
Public StrainZeroMV(Num_Strain)
'######################################################################
###########################################
Public VT_UD_G1_2_06L
'Velocity Transducer, Under Deck, Between
Girders 1&2, East Side of Spacing, 0.6 L from reference point.
Public VT_UD_G1_2_03L
Public VT_UD_G4_5_06L
'Between Girders 4&5
'Calibrations are in V/m/s or V/(m/s) so m/s = V*((m/s)/V), output is
in mV so V = mV*(V/1000mV, inch = m*(inch/0.0254m).
See sercel
datasheets for calibrations
'Therefore VelCalFactor = 1/(Cal*0.0254*1000) Output = in/s
Const VelCalFactor1=1/(276.99*0.0254*1000)
Const VelCalFactor2=1/(264.32*0.0254*1000)
Const VelCalFactor3=1/(271.91*0.0254*1000)
Units VT_UD_G1_2_06L = in/s
Units VT_UD_G1_2_03L = in/s
Units VT_UD_G4_5_06L = in/s
'######################################################################
##########################################
Public ScanFlg1x(8) As Boolean
Const CalStrainZero = 10
Public FlagMode8
Const StrainFullShunt = 43
Dim R
Alias Strain(1) = SG_G5_BF_06L
'Strain Gauge, Girder 5, Bottom
Flange, 0.6 L from reference point
Alias Strain(2) = SG_G4_BF_06L
Alias Strain(3) = SG_G3_BF_06L
Alias Strain(4) = SG_G2_BF_06L
Alias Strain(5) = SG_G1_BF_06L
Alias Strain(6) = SG_G1_BF_03L
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'Declare Variables and Units
Public BattV
Public Zeroed
Public Ref_temp
'Trigger
Variables**************************************************************
*****
'Dim Tick
'Dim X
'Public CamTrig
'######################## Fast Data
Tables################################################
'Dynamic table for fast repsonses of bonded strain gages,tilt meters,
velocity transducers.
DataTable(TS_100Hz,(Hour=5)OR(Hour=17)AND(Minute>=1)AND(Minute<16),-1)
'Adjust hour and minute for the collection duration
15 minutes at
5AM & 5PM
CardOut(0,-1)
Sample(Num_Strain,Strain(),IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_06L,IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_03L,IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G4_5_06L,IEEE4)
EndTable
DataTable(All24_7,1,-1)
for field test stored in this table
CardOut(0,-1)
Sample(Num_Strain,Strain(),IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_06L,IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_03L,IEEE4)
Sample(1,VT_UD_G4_5_06L,IEEE4)
Sample(Num_Geotilt,Geo_Tilt(),IEEE4)
EndTable

'Continuous time series data

DataTable(SDAvg_15,1,-1)
'Save the Strain & Tiltmeter averages every
15 minutes
DataInterval(0,15,Min,10)
CardOut(0,-1)
Average(Num_Strain,Strain(),IEEE4,0)
Average(Num_Geotilt,Geo_Tilt(),IEEE4,0)
EndTable
'DataTable(T_SG_CAM, 1, -1)
'Store Dynamic data to accompany
triggered camera recordings.
' DataInterval(0,0,0,10)
' DataEvent(300,CamTrig>0,1,300)
' CardOut(0,-1)
' Sample(Num_Strain,Strain(),IEEE4)
' Sample(Num_Geotilt,Geo_Tilt(),IEEE4)
' Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_06L,IEEE4)
' Sample(1,VT_UD_G1_2_03L,IEEE4)
' Sample(1,VT_UD_G4_5_06L,IEEE4)
'EndTable
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'Rainflow table
Const RnfLL = 0
'These values are for the Rainflow
Histogram Lower Limit, Upper Limit, and MinimumAmplitude
Const RnfHL = 32
'Need to verify bin boundries
Const RnfMinAmp = 4
DataTable (RF24SGT,True,-1)
'Rainflow histogram,
24 hour period, strain gauges, Total bin count
DataInterval (0,1,Day,10) 'Time offset of 7 min is so Rainflow table
is not calculated at the same time as SlowData, Rainflows taken every
24 hrs
CardOut(0,-1)
Rainflow (SG_G5_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
Rainflow (SG_G4_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
Rainflow (SG_G3_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
Rainflow (SG_G2_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
Rainflow (SG_G1_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
Rainflow (SG_G1_BF_03L,IEEE4,False,1,16,RnfLL,RnfHL,RnfMinAmp,010)
EndTable
'Rainflow table for field test (March 13, 2012)
Const RnfLow = 0
'These values are for the Rainflow
Histogram Lower Limit, Upper Limit, and MinimumAmplitude
Const RnfHigh = 50
'Need to verify bin boundries
Const RnfMinA = 2
DataTable (RF30Min,True,-1)
'Rainflow histogram,
24 hour period, strain gauges, Total bin count
DataInterval (0,30,Min,10) 'Time offset of 7 min is so Rainflow table
is not calculated at the same time as SlowData, Rainflows taken every
24 hrs
CardOut(0,-1)
Rainflow (SG_G5_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
Rainflow (SG_G4_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
Rainflow (SG_G3_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
Rainflow (SG_G2_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
Rainflow (SG_G1_BF_06L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
Rainflow (SG_G1_BF_03L,IEEE4,False,1,25,RnfLow,RnfHigh,RnfMinA,010)
EndTable
'####zero strain
gauges#################################################################
###
Sub Zeroing 'Check if strains are below 1 microstrain, if so, zero the
strain gauges********************************************
Flag(8)=True
Scan(10,mSec, 100, 3000)
If Flag(8) Then
'Flag 8 zeroing control for the Strain
Gages.
If ScanFlg1x(8) Then
CalStartIdx = 1
FlagMode8 = 1
ScanFlg1x(8) = False
EndIf
If (FlagMode8 <= 0) OR (FlagMode8 = 6) Then Flag(8) = 0
Else
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ScanFlg1x(8) = True
EndIf
'*****************Foil Strain Gauge
Measurement************************************************************
*****************
BrFull(StrainMV_V(),Num_Strain,mV50,8,VX2,3,5000,False,False,0,250,Stra
inMult,0) 'Strain
StrainCalc(Strain(),Num_Strain,StrainMV_V(),StrainZeroMV(),StrainCode,G
Strain(),0) 'Strain calculation
FieldCalStrain(StrainFullShunt,Strain(),1,GStrain(),0,CalMode,SKnownVar
(),CalStartIdx,2950,GStrainRaw(),0)
'Take 2950 averages (30
seconds at 100Hz minus 50 records just in case of skips)
FieldCalStrain(CalStrainZero,StrainMV_V(),Num_Strain,0,StrainZeroMV(),F
lagMode8,0,CalStartIdx,2950,0,Strain())
Next Scan
Zeroed=Zeroed+1
EndSub
'######################################################################
#######################
BeginProg
Zeroed=0
been zeroed
Flag(8)=True
Flag(4)=True

'used to count how many times Strain Gauges have

For G = 1 To Num_Geotilt
tiltOfst(G) = Vofset
tiltmeters
Next G
Vcalreps = Num_Geotilt
routine.

'Assign default offset of 0 to
'Number of sensors per zeroing

For R = 1 To Num_Strain
'Do the following to all of Strain
GStrain(R) = StrainGF
'Assign default gauge factor (2) to GStrain
Next R
'Repeat above until finished
For R = 1 To 8
ScanFlg1x(R) = True
Next R
For R = 1 To Num_Strain
GStrainRaw(R) = GStrain(R)
Next R
CalFileLoaded = false
CalFileLoaded = LoadFieldCal(1)
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FieldcalAvgs = 1
Scan(10,mSec,500,0)
'Default Datalogger Battery Voltage measurement BattV
Battery(BattV)
PanelTemp (Ref_temp,250)
If Flag(4) Then
'Flag 4 zeroing control for Tiltmeters
If ScanFlg1x(4) Then
CalStartIdx = 1
FlagMode4 = 1
ScanFlg1x(4) = False
EndIf
If (FlagMode4 <= 0) OR (FlagMode4 = 6) Then Flag(4) = 0
Else
ScanFlg1x(4) = True
EndIf
'offset zeroing for Tiltmeters Uses flag 4
FieldCal
(0,Geo_Tilt(),Vcalreps,0,tiltOfst(),FlagMode4,0,CalStartIdx,FieldcalAvg
s)
'If Hour=5 Then
Use Hour=5 later to setup an automatic zeroeing
calibration
If Flag(8) Then
'Flag 8 zeroing control for the Strain
Gages.
If ScanFlg1x(8) Then
CalStartIdx = 1
FlagMode8 = 1
ScanFlg1x(8) = False
EndIf
If (FlagMode8 <= 0) OR (FlagMode8 = 6) Then Flag(8) = 0
Else
ScanFlg1x(8) = True
EndIf
VoltDiff
(Geo_Tilt(),Num_Geotilt,mV5000,4,False,0,0,0.003631214,tiltOfst())'
multiplier and offset based off calibration sheet and equation Y=MX+B
BrFull(StrainMV_V(),Num_Strain,mv50,8,VX2,3,5000,False,False,0,250,Stra
inMult,0) 'Bonded Foil Strain start on Differential channel 9.
StrainCalc(Strain(),Num_Strain,StrainMV_V(),StrainZeroMV(),StrainCode,G
Strain(),0) 'Strain calculation
FieldCalStrain(StrainFullShunt,Strain(),1,GStrain(),0,CalMode,SKnownVar
(),1,FieldcalAvgs,GStrainRaw(),0)
FieldCalStrain(CalStrainZero,StrainMV_V(),Num_Strain,0,StrainZeroMV(),F
lagMode8,0,CalStartIdx,FieldcalAvgs,0,Strain())
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VoltDiff
(VT_UD_G1_2_06L,1,mV5000,1,False,0,0,VelCalFactor1,0)'velocity on
channel # 1.
VoltDiff (VT_UD_G1_2_03L,1,mV5000,2,False,0,0,VelCalFactor2,0)
VoltDiff (VT_UD_G4_5_06L,1,mV5000,3,False,0,0,VelCalFactor3,0)
'***************************Triggering
Logic**************************************************
'Remember to change to WriteIO instead of ExciteCAO
'
Tick=0
'For X = 1 To Num_Strain
' If Strain(X) > 6
'NUMBER CAN BE CHANGED TO ALTER THRESHOLD FOR
TRIGGER
'
Tick=Tick+1
' Else
'
Tick=Tick
' EndIf
'Next X
'Public Tick
'Public CamTrig
'If Tick>1
'DETERMINES HOW MANY GAUGES NEED TO BE OVER
THRESHOLD (2 in this case)
'WriteIO(&B1,&B1)
'Inactive Input Port Status
'CamTrig=5000
'Voltage causes circuit to camera trigger to be
open, an open circuit causes the trigger to go off.
' Else
'WriteIO(&B1,&B0)
'Active Input Port Status
'CamTrig=0000
'No Voltage allows circuit to be
grounded/closed, a closed circuit causes no trigger
'
'EndIf
'ExciteCAO(1,CamTrig,0,True)
'Open or close circuit based on
previous if statement
'**********************************************************************
**********************
RealTime(rTime)
CallTable TS_100Hz
CallTable RF24SGT
CallTable SDAvg_15
CallTable All24_7
CallTable RF30Min
'CallTable T_SG_CAM
If (Hour=0)AND(Minute=5)AND(Second=0) Then
'Used to zero the data
once a day, but not necessary for field test
Call Zeroing
EndIf
NextScan
EndProg
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Code for Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger: UT1_Oct_25_IRS_5TE_2011.CR1
'CR1000, Slow Data for Utah bridge
'Check "Cannot apply Hz to invalid or unused name VWstrain"
'Notes below from previous programs.
' Verfied Results from SDI-12 Option "M" are in this order:
'Results(1) = Vibrating wire frequency in HERTZ channel #1
'Results(2) = Thermistor Resistance in OHMS channel #1
'Results(3) = Vibrating wire milliVolt RMS amplitued channel #1
'Results(4) = Vibrating wire frequency in HERTZ channel #2
'Results(5) = Thermistor Resistance in OHMS channel #2
'Results(6) = Vibrating wire milliVolt RMS amplitued channel #2
'Converted thermistor resistance in Ohms to DegressC and DegreesF
' using the standard Geokon Polynomial coefficients.
Public rTime(9)
'declare as public and dimension rTime
to 9
Alias rTime(1) = Year
'assign the alias Year to rTime(1)
Alias rTime(2) = Month
'assign the alias Month to rTime(2)
Alias rTime(3) = DOM
'assign the alias Day to rTime(3)
Alias rTime(4) = Hour
'assign the alias Hour to rTime(4)
Alias rTime(5) = Minute
'assign the alias Minute to rTime(5)
Alias rTime(6) = Second
'assign the alias Second to rTime(6)
Alias rTime(7) = uSecond
'assign the alias uSecond to rTime(7)
Alias rTime(8) = WeekDay
'assign the alias WeekDay to rTime(8)
'######################################################################
############################
'Thermocouple measurements
'Public PanelTemp
Const Num_TC=6 'number of thermocouples
Public Ref_temp
Public TC(Num_TC)
Alias TC(1) = TC_G5_BF_06L
'Thermocouple, Girder 5, Bottom Flange,
0.6 L from reference point
Alias TC(2) = TC_G4_BF_06L
'Each TC is in box with corresponding
Strain Gauge (1 - 5)
Alias TC(3) = TC_G3_BF_06L
Alias TC(4) = TC_G2_BF_06L
Alias TC(5) = TC_G1_BF_06L
Alias TC(6) = TC_DataAcqBox
'Thermocouple in Data Acquisition Box
Public ScanFlg1x(8) As Boolean
'********************************* Vaisala DRD11 Variables
***********************************************
Public opencollector
Public rainstart
Public rainend
Public rainstartflag 'Vaisala DRD11a wiring
Public Duration ' Delta time in seconds from beginning of rainstart
till rainend (calculated from seconds at beginning of the year).
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'blk - gnd
'brn - gnd
'ylw - analog into the logger
'blu - analog into rain on/off
' a 1k ohm pull up resistor is connected to the same input channel as
the blue wire and 5 volts to
' provide a source voltage for the open collector output of the
sensor
'red - 12 volts
'grn - not used
'wht - not used
Const Num_VW = 2
Public Results(6),LnR(Num_VW), DD
Public VWStrain(Num_VW),VWTempF(Num_VW)',VWTempC(Num_VW)
Const A = 1.4051e-3
'Used in converting from Ohms to a
temperature.
Const B = 2.369e-4
'Used in converting from Ohms to a
temperature.
Const C = 1.019e-7
'Used in converting from Ohms to a
temperature.
Alias VWStrain(1)=VWS_G2_BC_CC 'Vibrating Wire Strain measurement,
Girder 2 (from west), Bottom Chord, Section CC (see sketch)
Alias VWStrain(2)=VWS_G4_BC_CC
'Alias VWTempC(1)=VWTc_G2_BC_CC 'Vibrating Wire Temperature
measurement in Celsius
'Alias VWTempC(2)=VWTc_G4_BC_CC
Alias VWTempF(1)=VWTf_G2_BC_CC 'Vibrating Wire Temperature measurement
in Farenheit
Alias VWTempF(2)=VWTf_G4_BC_CC
Dim LnR1
Dim LnR2
'Declare Variables and Units
Dim j
Public BattV
Public WS_mph
Public WindDir
Public AirTF
Public RH
Public SlrW
Public SlrMJ
Public Analog
Public Opn_col
Units BattV=Volts
Units WS_mph=miles/Hr
Units WindDir=Degrees
Units AirTF=Deg F
Units RH=%
Units SlrW=W/m^2
Units SlrMJ=MJ/m^2
Units Analog=mV
Units Opn_col=mV
Units VWStrain=Hz
'Strain value calculated in main program
through Geokon equation.
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Units VWTempF = degF
Units Duration = Seconds
Const Num_Geotilt=4
Public DegF_Tilt(Num_Geotilt)
Dim Therm_tilt
Dim LNRTilt(Num_Geotilt)
Dim I
Alias DegF_Tilt(1) = Thf_TM_SA_G2
'Thermistor in tiltmeter, degrees
Fahrenheit
Alias DegF_Tilt(2) = Thf_TM_SA_Wall
Alias DegF_Tilt(3) = Thf_TM_NA_G2
Alias DegF_Tilt(4) = Thf_TM_NA_Wall
Public Therm_Tiltmv(Num_Geotilt)
'_ Manual multiplexer clocking variables
'
Const ScansToBuffer=20
'
Const ScansToLag=2*ScansToBuffer
'
Dim TCMsmnt(16)
'
Dim ThermMsnt(16)
' Public Therm_Tiltmv(4)
' Dim j
'
Dim
ResEnableState,ClockState
'
Dim iMux,Bank
'
Const ResetEnable8= 8
'
Const Clock7
= 7
Const Num_AM25T = 25
Public TC_AM25T(Num_AM25T)
Public TRef
Alias TC_AM25T(1) = WTC_G1_ExT
Alias TC_AM25T(2) = WTC_G1_ExM
Alias TC_AM25T(3) = WTC_G1_ExB
Alias TC_AM25T(4) = WTC_G1_InT
Alias TC_AM25T(5) = WTC_G1_InM
Alias TC_AM25T(6) = WTC_G1_InB
Alias TC_AM25T(7) = WTC_G3_T
Alias TC_AM25T(8) = WTC_G3_M
Alias TC_AM25T(9) = WTC_G3_B
Alias TC_AM25T(10) = WTC_G5_InT
Alias TC_AM25T(11) = WTC_G5_InM
Alias TC_AM25T(12) = WTC_G5_InB
Alias TC_AM25T(13) = WTC_G5_ExT
Alias TC_AM25T(14) = WTC_G5_ExM
Alias TC_AM25T(15) = WTC_G5_ExB
Alias TC_AM25T(16) = DTC_1
Alias TC_AM25T(17) = DTC_2
Alias TC_AM25T(18) = DTC_3
Alias TC_AM25T(19) = DTC_4
Alias TC_AM25T(20) = DTC_5
Alias TC_AM25T(21) = DTC_6
Alias TC_AM25T(22) = DTC_7
Alias TC_AM25T(23) = DTC_8
Alias TC_AM25T(24) = DTC_9
Alias TC_AM25T(25) = DTC_10
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'###############################################IRS21 to SDM-SI01 and
CR1000, Variables and Constants
'-Wiring For IRS21 to SDM-SIO1 and CR1000'IRS21(1)
'Yellow (A)
'Green (B)
'Brown (+12V)
'White (Gnd)
'
'
'
'
'

CR1000

SDM-SIO1
Y
Z

SW12V
G
C1
C2
C3
12V
G

C1
C2
C3
12V
G

Public OutString As String
Public LufftString As String * 45
Public S
Public InternalT(2),SaltConc(2) As String,Freeztemp(2) As String
Public WaterFilm(2) ,ConditionID(2),ErrorID(2),ConditionIDtxt(2) As
String,ErrorIDtxt(2) As String
'Road sensor #1
Alias InternalT(1)=InternalT_1
Alias SaltConc(1)=SaltConc_1
Alias Freeztemp(1)=Freeztemp_1
Alias WaterFilm(1)=WaterFilm_1
Alias ConditionID(1)=ConditionID_1
Alias ErrorID(1)=ErrorID_1
'Road sensor # 2
Alias InternalT(2)=InternalT_2
Alias SaltConc(2)=SaltConc_2
Alias Freeztemp(2)=Freeztemp_2
Alias WaterFilm(2)=WaterFilm_2
Alias ConditionID(2)=ConditionID_2
Alias ErrorID(2)=ErrorID_2
'###############################################SDI12 5TE, Variables
and Constants#################################
'CR1000 Series Datalogger -- Reading Decagon Devices, Inc. 5TE sensors
in SDI-12
'Wiring:
'White - Excitation (12V)
'Red - Digital Out (ComPort7)
'Bare - Ground (G)
Const SensorNum = 1
Public P(SensorNum,3)
Public VWC(SensorNum)
Public EC(SensorNum)
Public Temp(SensorNum)
Units VWC() = m3/m3
Units EC() = dS/m
Units Temp = deg_C

'Volumetric Water Content
'Electrical Conductivity
'Temperature
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'###############################################IRS21 to SDM-SI01 and
CR1000, Subs
Sub parse
'Parse measurement value string to extract Internal Temperature
InternalT(S)= Mid (LufftString,11,4)
'Parse measurement value string to extract surface salt
concentration
SaltConc(S)= Mid (LufftString,18,4)
'Parse measurement value string to extract Freezing Temperature
Freeztemp(S)= Mid (LufftString,23,4)
'Parse measurement value string to extract water film height
WaterFilm(S)= Mid (LufftString,30,3)
'Parse measurement value string to extract road surface condition
ConditionID(S)= Mid (LufftString,36,2)
'Parse measurement value string to extract error code
ErrorID(S)= Mid (LufftString,41,3)
EndSub
Sub convert
'Apply multiplier and offset to give reading in Celsius
InternalT(S) = (InternalT(S)*0.1)-50
'Apply multiplier to give reading in percentage concentration
If SaltConc(S)="xxxx" Then
SaltConc(S)=999
Else
SaltConc(S) = (SaltConc(S)*0.1)
EndIf
'Apply multiplier to give reading in celsius
If Freeztemp(S)="xxxx" Then
Freeztemp(S)=999
EndIf
If Freeztemp(S)<>999 Then
Freeztemp(S) = (Freeztemp(S)*-0.5)
'Freeztemp(S) = (Freeztemp(S)/10)*-1
EndIf
If InternalT(S)>=0 Then
Freeztemp(S)=0
EndIf
'apply multipiler to give reading in mm
WaterFilm(S)=(1560-16.55*WaterFilm(S)+.041*WaterFilm(S)^2)/1000
If WaterFilm(S)<0 Then
WaterFilm(S)=0
EndIf
'apply definition to the road condition
If ConditionID(S)= 00 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Dry"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 01 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Damp"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 02 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Wet"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 03 Then
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ConditionIDtxt(S)="Icy"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 04 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Frost/Snow"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 05 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Residual Salt"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 06 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Freezing Wet"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 98 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Not Defined"
EndIf
If ConditionID(S)= 99 Then
ConditionIDtxt(S)="Not Defined"
EndIf
'apply definition to the error id
If ErrorID(S)=001 Then
ErrorIDtxt(S)="Normal"
Else
ErrorIDtxt(S)="Error"
EndIf
EndSub
'######################################################################
#####end of IRS21 subs
DataTable(raindata,True,720)
CardOut(0,-1)
Sample (1,rainstart,FP2)
'This is a data table for
the Vaisala rain detector.
Sample (1,rainend,FP2)
Sample(1,Duration,IEEE4)
EndTable
DataTable(SD_15,True,-1)
'Weather data, ****VW, Thermocouples, Tilt
meter temp are averages*****
DataInterval(0,15,Min,10)
CardOut(0,-1)
Average(Num_VW,VWStrain(),IEEE4,0)
Average(Num_VW,VWTempF, FP2,0)
Average(Num_TC,TC(),FP2,0) 'sample the thermocouple measurements
Average(Num_AM25T, TC_AM25T, FP2,0)
Average(Num_Geotilt,DegF_Tilt,FP2,0)
Minimum ( 1,BattV,FP2,False,False)
Average(1,WS_mph,FP2,False)
WindVector (1,WS_mph,WindDir,FP2,False,900,0,0)
FieldNames("WS_mph_S_WVT,WindDir_D1_WVT,WindDir_SD1_WVT")
Average(1,AirTF,FP2,False)
Maximum(1,AirTF,FP2,False,False)
Minimum(1,AirTF,FP2,False,False)
Maximum(1,RH,FP2,False,False)
Minimum(1,RH,FP2,False,False)
Average(1,SlrW,FP2,False)
Totalize(1,SlrMJ,IEEE4,False)
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Sample(1,Analog,FP2)
Sample(1,Opn_col,FP2)
EndTable
'###############################################IRS21 to SDM-SI01 and
CR1000, Datatable
DataTable (IRS,True,-1)
DataInterval (0,15,Min,10)
Sample (1,internalT_1,FP2)
Sample (1,SaltConc_1,FP2)
Sample (1,Freeztemp_1,FP2)
Sample (1,WaterFilm_1,FP2)
Sample (1,ConditionID_1,FP2)
Sample (1,ConditionIDtxt(1),String)
Sample (1,ErrorID_1,FP2)
Sample (1,ErrorIDtxt(),String)
Sample (1,InternalT_2,FP2)
Sample (1,SaltConc_2,FP2)
Sample (1,Freeztemp_2,FP2)
Sample (1,WaterFilm_2,FP2)
Sample (1,ConditionID_2,FP2)
Sample (1,ConditionIDtxt(2),String)
Sample (1,ErrorID_2,FP2)
Sample (1,ErrorIDtxt(2),String)
EndTable
'###############################################SDI12 5TE, Datatable
DataTable(fiveTE,1,-1)
DataInterval (0,15,Min,0)
Sample(SensorNum,VWC(),FP2)
Sample(SensorNum,EC(),FP2)
Sample (SensorNum,Temp(),FP2)
EndTable
'######################################################################
#####
SequentialMode
BeginProg
'IRS21 road sensors
OutString = CHR(38)+CHR(65)+CHR(13) '############for IRS21 portion
Scan(3,Min,100,0)
PulseCount(WS_mph,1,1,1,1,0.2192,0) 'Pulse count instruction
cannot be in slow sequence sca
RealTime(rTime)
'Default Datalogger Battery Voltage measurement BattV
Battery(BattV)
PanelTemp (Ref_temp,250)
'05103 Wind Speed & Direction Sensor measurements WS_mph and WindDir
BrHalf(WindDir,1,mV2500,1,1,1,2500,False,0,1000,355,0)
If WindDir>=360 Then WindDir=0
'
'HMP45C (6-wire, constant power) Temperature & Relative
Humidity Sensor measurements AirTF and RH
VoltSe(AirTF,1,6,2,0,0,250,0.18,-40)
VoltSe(RH,1,6,3,0,0,250,0.1,0)
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'

If RH>100 AND RH<108 Then RH=100
'LI200X Pyranometer measurements SlrMJ and SlrW
VoltDiff(SlrW,1,6,3,True,0,250,1,0)
If SlrW<0 Then SlrW=0
SlrMJ=SlrW*0.0002
SlrW=SlrW*200

'Start of Vaisala Code
VoltSe(Analog,1,mV5000,4,True,0,250,1,0)
'Generic Single-Ended Voltage measurements Opn_col
VoltSe(Opn_col,1,mV5000,7,True,0,250,1,0)
'Generic 4-20 mA Input measurement memtilt1
'This is another Vaisala Code that needs to be copied over.
'rain start time routine - rainstartflag has to equal 0
If Analog < 1500 AND rainstartflag=0 Then
rainstart=raindata.timestamp(2,1) ' Option 2 = seconds into
the current year. 1 = # of records back.
rainstartflag=1
EndIf
'rain end time routine - rainstartflag has to equal 1
If rainstartflag=1 AND Analog>1500 Then
rainend=raindata.timestamp(2,1)'Option 2 = seconds into the
current year. 1 = # of records back.r
rainstartflag=0
EndIf
Duration = rainend-rainstart
'AM16/32 measurements Thermocouples and tilt meter thermistors.
PortSet(8,1)
For I= 1 To 6
Delay (0,100,mSec)
PortSet(4,1) 'Op2=Low to high. Op3=High to low.
Delay (0,100,mSec)
PortSet(4,0) 'Op2=Low to high. Op3=High to low.
Delay (1,100,mSec)
TCDiff (TC(I),1,6,5,TypeT,Ref_temp,False,0,250,1.8,32)
Next I
For j = 1 To 4 'loop through to calculate the temperature of the
tiltmeter thermistors.
Delay (0,100,mSec)
PortSet(4,1) 'Op2=Low to high. Op3=High to low.
Delay (0,100,mSec)
PortSet(4,0) 'Op2=Low to high. Op3=High to low.
Delay (0,100,mSec)
BrHalf (Therm_Tiltmv(j),1,mV2500,11,Vx2,1,2500,False,0,250,1,0)
'need to verify multiplier
Therm_Tiltmv(j) = Therm_Tiltmv(j)*10000/(1 - Therm_Tiltmv(j)) '10
K Ohm precision resistor in 3WHB10K TIM module
LNRTilt(j)= LN(Therm_Tiltmv(j))
DegF_Tilt(j) = ((1/(A+B*LNRTilt(j)+C*(LNRTilt(j)^3)))273.2)*1.8+32 'correct equation as per page 13 geokon manual
'(above) calculate temp C and convert to Temp F (*1.8 +32)
Next j
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PortSet(8,0)'Turn off AM16/32
'###################### Vibrating Wire Measurements and
Calculations ########################
'Generic SDI-12 Sensor measurements VWstrain1, VWtemp1,
VWstrain2,VWtemp2
' NOTE: Returned Results from SDI-12 Option "M" are in this
order:
'Results(1) = Vibrating wire frequency in HERTZ channel #1
'Results(2) = Thermistor Resistance in OHMS channel #1
'Results(3) = Vibrating wire milliVolt RMS amplitued channel #1
'Results(4) = Vibrating wire frequency in HERTZ channel #2
'Results(5) = Thermistor Resistance in OHMS channel #2
'Results(6) = Vibrating wire milliVolt RMS amplitued channel #2
SDI12Recorder(Results(),5,1,"M!",1,0)'SDI-12 Physical address
changed from 0 to Control port 4
'Vibrating Wire microstrain conversion
VWStrain(1) = Results(1)^2 *4.062e-3
'Geokon factor to convert frequency to microstrain
VWStrain(2) = Results(4)^2 *4.062e-3
'Geokon factor to convert frequency to microstrain
'Vibrating Wire Temperatre conversion to Degrees C and F
LnR1 = LN(Results(2))
'Get thermistor resistance (Ohms) from sensor 1.
LnR2 = LN(Results(5))
'Get thermistor resistance (Ohms) from sensor 2.
VWTempF(1) = ((1/(A+B*LnR1+C*(LnR1^3)))-273.2)*1.8+32
'Calculate Temp C and convert to F (*1.8 +32)
VWTempF(2) = ((1/(A+B*LnR2+C*(LnR2^3)))-273.2)*1.8+32
AM25T(TC_AM25T(),Num_AM25T,AutoRange,1,7,TypeT,TRef,4,6,Vx3,False
,0,250,1.8,32)
'###############################################IRS21 to SDM-SI01 and
CR1000, Main Scan
'Turn on switched 12V to power IRS21
SW12 (1)
'Delay two seconds to allow IRS21 to warm up and settle
Delay (0,2,Sec)
'Get values from the first sensor
'first sensor Open SIO1 port, address 0, RS485 Half-duplex
SerialOpen (32,19200,51,100,1000)
'Send measurement command to IRS21
SerialOut (32,OutString,"",0,10)
'Delay (2,100,mSec)
'Read measurement values into logger input storage
SerialIn (LufftString,32,300,CHR(10),100)
'parse measurements from the first sensor
S=1
Call parse
Call convert
'get values from the second sensor
'second sensor Open SIO1 port, address 1, RS485 Half-duplex
SerialOpen (33,19200,51,100,1000)
'Send measurement command to IRS21
SerialOut (33,OutString,"",0,10)
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'Delay (2,100,mSec)
'Read measurement values into logger input storage
SerialIn (LufftString,33,300,CHR(10),100)
SW12 (0)
'Parse measurements from the second sensor
S=2
Call parse
Call convert
'###############################################SDI12 5TE, Main Scan
'Excite the sensor on C7. Returns all 3 values.
SDI12Recorder (P(1,1),7,1,"M!",1.0,0)
'Take bulk dielectric reading from thesensor array P(1,1) and apply
the Topp Equation (1980).
VWC(1) = 4.3E-6 * P(1,1)^3 - 5.5E-4 * P(1,1)^2 + 2.92E-2 * P(1,1) 5.3E-2
'Extract the EC and temperature from the raw data array.
EC(1) = P(1,2)
Temp(1) = P(1,3)
'###############################################################
CallTable
CallTable
CallTable
CallTable

SD_15
raindata
IRS
fiveTE

NextScan
EndProg

Figure A.6: Cannery Street Overpass, view looking west
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Figure A.7: Cannery Street Overpass, close view looking west

Figure A.8: Cannery Street Overpass, looking south (at oncoming traffic)
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Figure A.9: Cannery Street Overpass with weather/camera tower and data
acquisition box shown in bottom right

Figure A.10: Weather/camera tower and data acquisition box
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Figure A.11: Data acquisition box: solar charged batteries, dataloggers and
peripherals, internet modem and router
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Figure A.12: Bottom view of bridge girders, notice the cross-section of strain gauge
sensor boxes at 0.6L

Figure A.13: North abutment, sensor boxes for sensors on abutment and north end
of girders and deck shown
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Figure A.14: Close up of sensor box

Figure A.15: Strain gauge (left) and thermal couple (right) installed on bottom of
girder
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Figure A.16: Velocity transducer installed on bottom of girder

Figure A.17: Tiltmeter, installed on bottom of girder near abutment
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Figure A.18: Vibrating wire strain gauge installed on bottom of girder

Figure A.19: Web thermocouples installed along height of girder
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Figure A.20: Deck thermocouples to be installed along thickness of deck

Figure A.21: Deck thermocouples being installed, later covered and sealed with
epoxy before asphalt was re-laid
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Figure A.22: Hydrotracker being installed in deck

Figure A.23: In-pavement WIM located at port of entry (near bridge)
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Figure A.24: Bottom view of bridge girders with long term and temporary
instrumentation

Figure A.25: Temporary instrumentation Wi-Fi nodes located between girders
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Figure A.26: Temporary strain gauges installed across height of girder

Figure A.27: Temporary strain gauge
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Figure A.28: Temporary accelerometer and deflectometer installed on bottom of
girder

Figure A.29: Temporary deflectometer
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Figure A.30: Temporary accelerometer

Figure A.31: Temporary tiltmeter installed on bottom of girder
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Appendix B
Truck and Experiment Information
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Information and photographs from the trucks used in this experiment are provided
below. First, there is a copy of the proposal for the experiment, which provides a good
summary of the experiments components and objectives. This is followed by several
tables and figures. Table B.1 in an instruction and tracking sheet that was given to each
truck driver. Tables B.2 – B.5 are tracking records for each truck; they are an
abridgement of field notes taken during the experiment combined with notes taken during
data processing. Figure B.1 is a copy of the weigh-in receipts of the 4 trucks. The axle
groups listed on the receipts correspond to those shown in Figure 4.4. Figures B.2 – B.17
are photographs of the trucks used for the experiment.
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Table B.1: Truck driver instruction sheet
Each truck will be used to provide a specific response on the test bridge. In order to gather as much data as
possible, each truck will condut multiple passes over the bridge by driving in a loop. The loop is bordered on
the north by Exit 362 to Brigham City and on the South by Exit 357 to Willard Bay State Park. Each truck will
start from the North Bound Port-of-Entry and proceed north at a specific speed in a specific lane. An outline of
what lane and what speed is provided below. Each truck will run this loop for four hours, at which time the test
will be complete. Drivers are encouraged to keep track of what run they are on by checking off the completed
runs. To provide a verification of the current run, periodic communication will be used with the research team
and the driver. Communication with the research team will be completed through the use of CB Radio or cell
phone. At the completion of the test, a member of the research team will meet the truck drivers at the Geneva
Rock loading yard in Perry, Utah. At that point, the flags and sign used will be returned. Thank you for your
help!

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Speed
60
60
45
45
60
60
45
45
75
75
75
75
45
60
75
45
60
75

Lane

Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left

Completed
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Table B.2: Tracking sheet, light strong arm

Truck = Pick-up Truck (closer in weight to a car than a semi)
Semi = Large Diesel w/ Trailer
If the event happened at the same time as cars, "Alone; before or after semi" should result in
Record is for the data point approximately 1
vans or trucks it is still counted as alone
the same peak strain. However, the plot may
second before the beginning of the event
because the effect of the lighter vehicles is
not begin at 0 or may not end at 0.
Notes:
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Table B.3: Tracking sheet, heavy strong arm

Truck = Pick-up Truck (closer in weight to a car than a semi)
Semi = Large Diesel w/ Trailer
If the event happened at the same time as cars, "Alone; before or after semi" should result in
Record is for the data point approximately 1
vans or trucks it is still counted as alone
the same peak strain. However, the plot may
second before the beginning of the event
because the effect of the lighter vehicles is
not begin at 0 or may not end at 0.
Notes:
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Table B.4: Tracking sheet, single belly

Truck = Pick-up Truck (closer in weight to a car than a semi)
Semi = Large Diesel w/ Trailer
If the event happened at the same time as cars, "Alone; before or after semi" should result in
Record is for the data point approximately 1
vans or trucks it is still counted as alone
the same peak strain. However, the plot may
second before the beginning of the event
because the effect of the lighter vehicles is
not begin at 0 or may not end at 0.
Notes:
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Table B.5: Tracking sheet, double belly

Truck = Pick-up Truck (closer in weight to a car than a semi)
Semi = Large Diesel w/ Trailer
If the event happened at the same time as cars, "Alone; before or after semi" should result in
Record is for the data point approximately 1
vans or trucks it is still counted as alone
the same peak strain. However, the plot may
second before the beginning of the event
because the effect of the lighter vehicles is
not begin at 0 or may not end at 0.
Notes:
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Figure B.1: Truck weigh-in receipts, axle groups correspond to those in Figure 4.4
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Figure B.2: Cannery Street Overpass during experiment, trailer, boom lift, field
scribe near bridge

Figure B.3: Trailer interior, used as control/logistic center
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Figure B.4: Four calibrated trucks front view, flags to distinguish from regular
traffic at a distance

Figure B.5: Four calibrated trucks rear view, “highway test vehicle” banner on the
back of each truck
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Figure B.6: Light strong arm at loading/gravel yard

Figure B.7: Heavy strong arm at loading/gravel yard
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Figure B.8: Single belly at loading/gravel yard

Figure B.9: Double belly at loading/gravel yard
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Figure B.10: Light strong arm crossing test bridge, view facing west

Figure B.11: Heavy strong arm crossing test bridge, view facing west
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Figure B.12: Single belly crossing test bridge, view facing west

Figure B.13: Double belly crossing test bridge, view facing west
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Figure B.14: Light strong arm crossing test bridge, view facing east

Figure B.15: Heavy strong arm crossing test bridge, view facing east
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Figure B.16: Single belly crossing test bridge, view facing east

Figure B.17: Double belly crossing test bridge, view facing east
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Appendix C
Time Series Data
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Appendix C contains time series plots of all 5 strain gauges (one for each girder)
at 0.6L. There is a plot for every event of a calibrated truck crossing the instrumented
bridge (Figures C.1 – C.72). The plots starts 1 second before the described event begins.
In some instances there are additional peaks simultaneously or following the event of
interest, these are from other traffic. Refer to Tables B.2 – B.5 to see the state of the
bridge at each event (i.e., if the calibrated truck is alone or near other traffic).

Figure C.1: Light strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.2: Light strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.3: Light strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.4: Light strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.5: Light strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.6: Light strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.7: Light strong arm, left lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.8: Light strong arm, left lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.9: Light strong arm, left lane, 121 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.10: Light strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 1

Figure C.11: Light strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.12: Light strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 3

Figure C.13: Light strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.14: Light strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 2

Figure C.15: Light strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.16: Light strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 1

Figure C.17: Light strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.18: Light strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 3

Figure C.19: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.20: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.21: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.22: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.23: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.24: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.25: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.26: Heavy strong arm, left lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.27: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.28: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.29: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.30: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.31: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.32: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.33: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.34: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.35: Heavy strong arm, right lane, 121 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.36: Heavy strong arm, right lane, unspecified speed, run 1

Figure C.37: Single belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.38: Single belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.39: Single belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.40: Single belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.41: Single belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.42: Single belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.43: Single belly, left lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.44: Single belly, left lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.45: Single belly, left lane, 121 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.46: Single belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 1

Figure C.47: Single belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.48: Single belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 3

Figure C.49: Single belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.50: Single belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 2

Figure C.51: Single belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.52: Single belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 1

Figure C.53: Single belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.54: Single belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 3

Figure C.55: Double belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.56: Double belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.57: Double belly, left lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.58: Double belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.59: Double belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.60: Double belly, left lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.61: Double belly, left lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.62: Double belly, left lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.63: Double belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.64: Double belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 2

Figure C.65: Double belly, right lane, 72 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.66: Double belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 1

Figure C.67: Double belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 2
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Figure C.68: Double belly, right lane, 97 km/h, run 3

Figure C.69: Double belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 1
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Figure C.70: Double belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 2

Figure C.71: Double belly, right lane, 121 km/h, run 3
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Figure C.72: Double belly, right lane, unspecified speed, run 1

